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INrRODUCTION 
The problem of classification is to correctly associate one 
population rr0 with exactly one of several distinct populations 
rr1 , ••• , TTm. The problem may be to classify a single unit or 
more tha~ one unit coming from rr0 • The distribution functions 
which characterize the populations a·re not completely known. 
Sometimes the density functions are known except for some un-
known parameters. In a broader problem the distribution 
functions are not given explicitly in simple parametric forms. 
In order to get more information on the distribution functions, 
d • h f ft • • 1 II 11 ata int e name o a training samp e are co ected in one of 
the following ways (depending on the situation): 
(a) Separate samples from different populations. 
(b) Sample from the population which is a mixture of 
••• , rr • 
m 
When the density functions are known except for some para-
meters, a plug-in rule is obtained by replacing the parameters 
by the corresponding estimates (generally, maximum likelihood 
or some other consistent estimates are used) in the optimal 
rules according to some specified criteria in a given class. 
One may consider Bayes rules, minimax rules, admissible rules, 
etc. Asymptotic properties of most of these rules are not 
difficult to obtain, but asymptotic expansions of probabilities 
of misclassification (PMC) would be more useful. In Chapter 
- 2 -
one, we consider the problem of classifying one unit to one of 
three distinct multivariate normal distributions with a common 
but unknown covariance matrix. A plug-in rule is obtained by 
substituting the estimates of the parameters in the minimum 
distance (Mahalanobis distance) rule. Anderson (1973) 
obtained a similar result when m=2. Following T.W. Anderson 
(1973), we derive the asymptotic expansions of the PMC's and 
the estimated PMC's of this plug-in rule with an error of the 
order of the square of the number of observations. No such 
results are available in the literature for more than two 
populations. 
When density functions are completely unknown, estimates 
of density functions are used to obtain a plug-in rule for a 
given rule which involves density functions. In 1951, Fix and 
Hodges proposed a classification rule for the two-population 
problem based on nonparametric estimates of the density 
functions. The K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) rule thus proposed 
by Fix and Hodges is described as follows: Let {X •. ; 
l.J 
j=l, ••• ,n.} be a random sample from the ith population. Con-
1. 
sider a distance function d and order all the values 
d(X .. , z) (z is the observation to be classified.), j=l, ••• ,n.; 
l.J l. 
i=l, ••• ,m. 
if 
The K-NN rule assigns z to the population rr., 
l. 
= max K./n., 
J J j 
where K. is the number of pbservations 
l. 
from Tfi in the K observations "nearest" to z. They obtain 
the exact and asymptotic expressions for the PMC of the NN rule 
w 
I i 
-
) I 
' i ~ 
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; 
-
~\ 
-
-
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when K = 1. The 1-NN rule was also studied by Cover and Hart. 
Cover and Hart (1967) considered the mi~rnd population case and 
proposed a K-NN rule which assigns z to the populatio~ 
if K. = max K .• In a recent paper, Goldstein (1972) has ]. • J 
J 
rr. , 
]. 
studied some asymptotic properties of the K -NN rules and ob-
n 
tained a consistent upper bound for its PMC. In Chapter two, 
we propose some rules which use the basic ideas of the NN 
rules, but are expressed in terms of their ranks, when the ob-
servations are available only in their relative orders or 
ranlcs and the usual NN rules can't be applied. However, it 
may be noted that the density functions can't be estimated 
using the ranked observations only. The asymptotic PHC's of 
these rules are derived and when sampling from a mixed popula-
tion is considered, asymptotic risks are obtained as well. 
The asymptotic risk of the modified 1-NN rule is the same as 
the respective asymptotic risk of the 1-NN rule. The asymp-
totic risk of the modified K -NN rule turns out to be exactly 
n 
the Bayes risk. 
Another class of rules are suggested based on U-statistics. 
Das Gupta (1964) proposed a rule based on Wilcoxon statistics. 
He showed that such a rule is consistent. Hudimoto (1964) 
also used Wilcoxon statistic when JF1dF2-½ > 0 and derived 
some bounds for the probability of error. Cha.nda and Lee (1975) 
modified Hudimoto's rule to the situation when either 
- 4 -
and suggest a two-sided classification rule based on the 
Lehmann statistic (Lehmann, 1951). Asymptotic results are of 
theoretical interest; however good studies on the rate of 
convergence will be useful. Following Grams and Serfling (1973) 
in their study of convergence rate for U-statistics, we obtain 
the asymptotic PMC's of these rules, together with the rate of 
convergence when the sizes of the training samples approach 
infinity. The strong consistency of the rules are also 
pointed out. 
Finally, we consider sequential rules in order to attain 
prescribed probabilities of error. Hoeffding and Wolfowitz 
(1958) studied the problem of distinguishability of sets of 
distributions. Later the notion of distinguishability was 
I 
used by Das Gupta and Kinderman (1974) in the set-up for the 
classification problems. Hoeffding and Wolfowitz (1958) in-
troduced the minimum distance test procedure and studied the 
properties of this test using the available probability bounds 
on sample distribution func ti en. In chapter four, we shall 
introduce the minimum-U sequential rules and prove some pro-
perties of these rules by using the available probability 
inequality for U-statistics. Srivastava (1973) considered 
sequential rules for classification into one of two distinct 
multivariate normal distribution with means and a 
common covariance matrix E in the following two cases: 
(i) µ,1-µ,2 = o is known but 6 is unknown. (ii) Both 6 
I 
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and 6 are unknown. For the case (i) Srivastava proposed a 
sequential rule based on observations from rr0 and rr1 , 
given a he showed that the PHC's of this rule tend to 
values less than Ol as 6' ~ -lo ~ O. However Srivastava• s 
proof is incomplete and suffers from a technical error. We 
shall present a more rigorous analysis of his rule. 
Srivastava also proved that for his rule in case (ii) the 
error can be controlled arbitrarily as o' ~ -l 6 ~ O. But 
his proof is entirely wrong and we shall indicate his error. 
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-
-
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-
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CHAPTER I 
CLASSIFICATION INTO ONE OF THREE MULTIVARIATE NORMAL 
DISTRIBtrrIONS 
1.0 Introduction 
A random observation X is drawn from N (µ,, ~). The prob-p 
lem is to classify this distribution into one of Np(µ,1 , ~), 
. Np(µ,2 , 'B), and Np(µ,3, ~). It is assumed that µ,1 , ~, and µ,3 
are distinct and ~ is nonsingular (see T. W. Anderson (1958), 
Chapter 6). When ~l' µ,2 , µ,3 and ~ are known, and the costs 
of misclassification are equal then under the assumption that 
drawing a new observation from each population is equally likely 
the optimal classification rule (minimizing the expected loss 
from cost of misclassification) 5 decides µ, = µ1 , if£ 
(X-µ,i) "B -l (X-µ,i) = min (X-µ.) ~ -l (X-µ,.), which may be 
j=l,2,3 J J 
written as 
(1.1) u .. = (X-½(µ,.+µ,.))~ -l(µ,i-1,1,.) > 0 and 
1J 1 J J 
01k = (X-½(µ,i+~)) ~ -1(µ,i-~) > 0 
where i, j, k = 1, 2, 3; i =I= j, j =I= k, k =I= i. 
To compute the PMC's of this rule, let us assume that 
µ = µ1• Then 
- 7 -
(1.2) rr21 = Pr(& decides µ = ~2 fµ = µ1) 
= Pr(u21 > o, u23 > ol~ = µ1) 
Let 
Then 
(1.4) rr21 = 'l'(~, a; p), 
where 
and 
00 00 
(1.7) Y(a,a;p) = f J ~2 (u,v;p)dudv, 
a a 
i,j = 2,3. 
~2(.,.;p) being the pdf of the bivariate normal distribu-
tion with zero means, unit variances and correlation coefficient 
p. The PMC rr31 can be obtained by interchanging the subscripts 
2 and 3 in the formula for rr21· 
But in most applications the parameters are not known and a 
training sample from each population is available: 
(Xil' xi2 , ••• , Xin.) is drawn from NP(µi' ~), i = 1,2,3. 
1. 
Estimates (based on training samples) of the parameters are 
l ;, 
' 
,,. 
I 
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substituted in (1.1). To get a rule called a plug-in version of 
& we estimate µi by 
n. 
1 ]. (1.8) X. = - °B X. , 
l. n. 1 l.~ ]. ct= 
and ~ by S , where 
i=l,2,3 
(1.9) 
3 °i 
(n.1-tn2+n3- 3 )s = lj 6 (x. -x. )(x1AI -x. ) ' . i=l ~=l ].~ l. ~ ]. 
,. 
Then the plug-in minimum distance rule 6 decides 
(1.10) (x-t(x.+x.))'s-1(x.-x.) > 0 and ]. J 1. J 
(X-½(Xi+xk))'s-1(xi-~) > o. 
µ = µ., iff ]. 
In this chapter, we obtain asymptotic expansions of the 
P~t:! 1s and the estimated PMC's of the plug-in rule with an error 
of the order of the square of the number of observations. No 
such results are available in the literature for more than two 
populations. Anderson (1973) obtained similar results for the 
two-population problem. 
1.1 The asymptotic expansions of PMC's. 
,. 
The PM::'s of the plug-in rule 6 will be derived now under 
the assumption µ = µ1• 
(1.11) P21 = Pr(6 decides µ = µ2 1µ = µ1) 
= Pr(U21 > o, u23 > o(µ = µl)' 
- 9 -
where U's are obtained from the corresponding U's after re-
placing µ1 , µ,2 , µ,3
, ~ by x1 , x2 , x3, S, respectively. Condi-
tioning on X. 1s and S we get 
1. 
(1.12) p21<x1, x2, x3, s) 
( ( 1 (- - ) ) , -1 (- - ) / (- - ) , -1 "" -1 - - ) ½ = Y - µ,1-2 x2+x1 s x2-x1 [ x2-x1 s us (x2"x1 J , 
-(1~1 -½(X2 +X3)) 's-1 (X2-X3) I [ (X2 -X3) 's-1 L, s-1 (X2-X} ]½; 
CX2-X1) •s-1 L, s-1(X2-X3)/ [ (X2-X1) •s-1 L, s-1(X2-X1) 
(X2-X3l •s-1 ~ s-1<X2-X3) J½). 
For simplicity, we shall assume n = n1 = n2 = n3 
and from 
now on write 
(1.13) m = n1+n2+n3-3 = 3n-3. 
't- , 
! 
I 
w 
,r 
u 
... 
... 
I 
... 
-
~ 
..., 
-
... 
-The distribution of (u21 , u23 ) is invariant with respect to 
* * the transformations X = AX+b, X .. = AX .. +b, j = 1, ••• ,n; ._ 
l.J 1] 
i = 1,2,3, where A is nonsingular. Without loss cf generality, 
we shall replace µ1 , µ2 , µ3 and ~ by O, 112 ,113. and I, 
respectively, where 
1 
(1.14) 112 = ~2{µ1-µ.2)' 
l. 
113 = E'°Z°( µ,1-~3) • 
Then 
(1.15) a .22 = 11~112, ~ 33 = 113113, ~ 23 = Tl~ll3· 
I i_ 
... 
... 
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I 
I 
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Define Y1 , Y2 , Y3 and V by 
( ) - ½ - ½ - J:. 1.16 x1 = Y1/m, x2 = -~2+Y2/m, x3 = -~3+Y3/m2 , 
1 
S = I+V/m??.. 
The statistics X, x1 , X2 , x3, and S are independently distri-
buted as N/µ,1 , !J), N/µ2 , ~/n), NP(µ,3, D'n), and wa:, m), 
respectively. Combining these and the transformations mentioned 
above, we can assume that X, Yl' Y2 , Y3 and V are mutually 
independent and X - N (0, I); Y. - N (o mI/n), i = 1,2,3; and p J p 
eJJ = O. Then, in terms of Y's and V, (1.12) is 
(1.17) P21 (Y1 ,Y2 ,Y3,v) = Y(Uai, bm;rm), 
where 
(1.18) um= ½(-1l2+(Y2+Y1)/m½]'(I+V/m½)-l[-~2+(Y2-Y1)/m½]/ 
1 1 1 1 {[-~ +{Y -Y1)/m2 ]'(I+V/m2)-2 [-~ +(Y -Y )/m2))2 2 2 2 2 1 ' 
(1.19) bm = ½(-(1]2 +1]3)+(Y2+Y3)/m½] 
1 (I+V /m~f l 
[-(~ -~ )+(Y -Y )/m½]/{[-(~ -11 )+(Y -Y )/m½J' 112 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 
{I-1-V/m½)-2 [-('fl -" )+(Y -Y )/m½]}½ 2 11 3 2 3 , 
(1.20) rm= [-1]2+(Y2-Y1)/m½J'(I+V/m½)-2 [-(1]2-1]3)+(Y2-Y3)/u;½J/ 
1 1 1 ((-~2+(Y2-Y1)/m2 J'(I+V/m2 )-2 [-~2+(Y2-Y1)/m2 ] 
1 l. [-(~ -11 )+(Y -Y )/m2 ]'(I+V/m2)-2[-(~ -~) 
2 3 2 3 2 3 
1 1 
+(Y2-Y3)/m2"]) 1:i·. 
- 11 -
Note that 
(1.22) (I+V/m·~t)-2 = I-2v/m½+3V2 /m-4v3/m312+5v4 !m512 
-(6v5 +5v61m½) (I+V /m½)-2 /m51~ 
Let J be the subset of the sample space defined as 
m 
1 
(1.23) J = ( IYk. I < g(log mP\ (v .. j < 2 log m; k = 1,2,3, 
m J iJ 
i,j = 1, ••• , P, is a constant greater than 4}, 
where Yk = (Ykl' ••• , Ykp)'. Lenma of Anderson (1973) 
yields the following: 
Lemma 1.1 
Consequently, since 0 < Y(G ,b ;r) < 1 we have 
- m m m -
(1.24) P21 = c,i,(a ,b ;r) = Bf(n ,b ;r )x(J) m m m -ui. m m m 
+ t,y(r, ,b ;r )x(J C) 
'"111 m m m 
where x(A) stands for the indicator set function of a set A. 
Define 
I , \ / 
; 
., ... 
w 
! i I 
... 
.J 
... 
I 
.. 
I 
-
I I 
~ 
i I 
~ 
t 
.... 
... , 
. 
": 
>' 
... 
-
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~ = ~22a23+a33~23-2~22~33 
~2 = a22a33-<i~3· 
Using the identities (1.21) and (1.22), over J for 
m 
sufficiently large m (as Taylor series expansions), we have the 
following: 
The numerator of ~ in (1.18) is ½ times 
where Y1m(Yl' Y2,v) is a remainder term cons is ting of m -3/2 
times a homogeneous polynomial (not depending on m) of degree 
in the elements of Y1,Y2 ,Y3, and V plus 
m-2 times in a homo-
geneous polynomial of degree 4 plus a remainder term which is 
O(m-512) for fixed Y1,Y2,Y3, and V (and O(log m)
5t~12) for 
Y1 , Y2 , Y3, and V in Jm). 
The denominator of a in (1.18) is 
m 
3 
- 13 -
(1.27) {Tl~1l2+ l(-2Tl~Vil2-21l~(Y2-Y1)] m~ 
J.. 
+ i[31l~V2'f12+1'.'T)~(Y2-Yl )+(Y2-Yl) '(Y 2-Yl )+y2m(Yl, y2 'V) ]}2 
=-½ + -{['n2' (Y2-Y1)+1l,~V'fl2]/a3/2 
a,2 m2 c:. 
+ ~( [3'fl~V21l2+411~v(Y2-Y1 )+(Y2-Yl) '(Y2-Y1) J/2a312 
+3[11~(Y2-Y1)+1]~V1l2]2/2a5'2)+y3m(Yl,Y2,v), 
where y2m(Y1,Y2 ,v), y3m(Y1 ,Y2 ,v) have the same properties as 
y1m(Y1,Y2 ,v). The notation yjm(Y1,Y2 ,Y3,v) will be used fre-
quently, which will have the same properties as those of 
ylm' unless mentioned otherwise. 
Combining (1.26) and (1.27), we get 
.1-.. (1.28) Gm= O(+C/m2+D/m-t·Y4m(Y1 ,Y2 ,V), 
where 
]. 
(1.29) C = -1l~(Y2+Y1)/2G,2 , 
1 
D = [-'fl~V2 'fl2+4'J1~VY1+(Y2+3Y1) '(Y2-Y1 ) ]/4G
2 
+[ ('fl~VT}2 )2 -41l~V1l2'fl~Yl -11~ (Y2 +3Y1 )(Y2 -Y1 ) '112 ] /4a
312 
• 
The numerator of b in (1.19) is ½ times 
m 
( 1. 30) e + -½[-('ij2 +113) 'V(112 -113 )-2 (11~Y2-11jY 3)] m 
+ ¾[ (112 +1] 3) •v2 (112-113)+2 (1j~VY2-TJ3VY 3)+(Y2 +Y 3) '(Y2-Y 3)] 
+ Y5m(Y2,Y3,V). 
t; , 
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The denominator of b in (1.19) is 
m 
(1. 31) ¼ + jr <112-113)' (Y2-Y 3 )+(112-113) 'v(112-ll3)] la3 
+ i{-[3(112-'T13)'V2(112-~3)+(Y2-Y3)'(Y2-Y3) 
+4(,i2-~3)'V(Y2-Y3)]/2cr
3 
+3[(~2-ll3)'(Y2-Y3)+{~2-'T13)'v(112-~3)]2/2cr5) 
.PY6m(Y2,Y3,V) . 
Combining (1.30) and (1.31), we get 
1 (1.32) bm = S+F/m~+G/m+y7m(Y2 ,Y3,v), 
where 
(1.33) F = -[(1l2+~3)'v(112-T)3)+2(ll~Y2-11;Y3)]/2cr 
+e[('T12-T13)/(Y2-Y3)+(T12-Tl3)'v('fl2-1l3))/2cr3 
G = -e[3('fl2-'T13)'v2(712-1l3)+(Y2-Y3)'(Y2-Y3) 
+4('Jl2-713)
1V(Y2-Y3)J/4cr
3+3e[{~2-,i3)'(Y2-Y3) 
+(~2-~3)'v(112-~3)]2/4cr5+[(~2+1l3)'v2(~2-~3) 
+2('fl~VY2-~3vY3)+(Y2+Y3)'(Y2-Y3)]/2cr 
-[{'fl2-T13) 'V(1l2-1l3)+{T)2-T\3) '(Y2-Y3) ][ ('T12+1l3) 'V(T)2-1l3) 
+2('Jl2Y2-Tl3Y3) )/20
3 
The numerator of r in (1.20) is 
m 
- 15 -
(1.34) f + i[-'fl~V(~2-1l3)-'fl~(Y2-Y3)-(~;-1l3)'(Y2-Y1)J m::> 
+ ~[3'fl;V2 ('fl2 -'fl3)+2T\~V(Y2-Y3)+2(1l2 -'fl3)'V(Y2-Y1 ) 
+(Y2-Yl) '(Y2-Y3) ]+ y8m(Yl 'Y2, Y3,V) • 
Combining (1. 3~-), (1.27), and (1. 31), we get 
1 
(1.35) rm= p+H/m2+K/m+v9m(Y1,Y2 ,Y3,v), 
where 
1 (1.36) H = -(2'fl~V('fl2-'Tl3)-1l~(Y2-Y3)-('fl2-1l3)'(Y2-Y1)]/(i2c,, 
+£[11;(Y2-Y1)+'Tl~VTJ2]/a3/2cr 
+f[(~2-~3)'(Y2-Y3)+(~2-~3)'v(~2-~3)1/aicr3 
K = -f[3('fl2-~3)'V2('T12-~3)+(Y2-Y3)'(Y2-Y3) 
+4(~2-~3)'V(Y2-Y3)]/2a½crJ 
+3f[(~2-~3)'(Y2-Y3)+(~2-~3)'V(~2-~3)]2/2a½cr5 
+[3'fl;V2 (~2-'fl3)+2Tj~V(Y2-Y3)+2('fl2-1l3)'V(Y2-Y1) 
1 
+(Y2-Y1)'(Y2-Y3)J/u2cr 
-f[3'Tl~V2 'fl2+(Y2-Y1)'(Y2-Y1)+4'fl~V(Y2-Y1)]/2a312cr 
+3f['fl~(Y2-Y1)+'fl~Vl\2]2/2a5/2cr 
+f['fl~(Y2-Yl)+'fl~V1l2][('fl2-'fl3)'(Y2-Y3) 
+(1½-~3)'v(~2-~3)]/a3/2cr3 
': ~ 
I I 
•, .... 
: 
1 I w 
... 
... 
.. 
I.at 
... 
... 
... 
-
I 
i 
-.I 
... 
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-
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+[2'fl~V(1l2-1l3)·t·l)~(Y2-Y3)+(1l2-il3) t (Y2-Yl)] X 
[(1l2-T13)'(Y2-Y3)+(~2-~3)'v(1l2-1l3)J/a\r3 
-[2~~V(1)2-1)3)+1);(Y2-Y3)+(1)2-1)3)'(Y2-Y1)] X 
[1);(Y2-Y1)+1)~V~2 ]/u
312
cr. 
We assume that !Pl + 1. This means that µ1, p'2, µ3 are not 
linearly related. 
Then a Taylor series expansion of V(a ,b ;r) over J for 
m m m m 
sufficiently large m (see appendix for detailed derivation) 
gives, 
(1.37) v(a ,b ;r) 
m m m 
1 1 1 
= V(a,~;p)-tcp1{~)t1(G2q/2T)[-C/m~+u~C2 /4m-D/m] 
1 
+q,1(~)t1(~/2crT)[eF2 /4~-F/m?-G/m] 
1 1 
+q,1(~)~1(-s/2cr~)(G2cr/T)[-fF 2 /2mG~cr+cF/2m+GcrqFH/4m,r2] 
1 1 1 
-ttp2(~,~;p){H/m~+K/m+(Qo-/2~2 )[f/G2-~G~q;/4,r2]H2 /m 
+(a1st4r~)CH/m+(Gqa/4,2)FH/m)+ v10 (Y1 ,Y2,Y3,v)/m
312 
+ Y11 (Yl,Y2,Y3,V)+ Y12m(Y1,Y2,Y3,V), 
X 
where t 1(x) = J ~1(y)dy; and 
..00 
~1(,) being the pdf of the standard normal distribution; and 
v10 (Y1,Y2 ,Y3,v) is a homogeneous polynomial (not depending on 
- 17 -
m) of degree 3 in the elements of Y1 ,Y2 ,Y3, and V; 
y11 (Y1 ,Y2 ,Y3,v) is a polynomial of degree h, and 
y12m(Y1,Y2 ,Y3,v) is a remainder term, which is O(m-5/
2 ) for 
and V in J • 
m 
Since Jm is by definition symmetric in Y1 ,Y2 , and Y~, 
..) 
C has the expectation zero over J • 
m 
Let h be a function of 
Y1 ,Y2 ,Y3, and V having finite second moment.. Then 
(1.38) jeh-ehx(J )I 
m 
= (ehx(J c) I 
m 
1 1. 
< (eh2 ( 2 lex(J c)l 2 
m 
Consequently, the differences between El)/m, e,t;/m, ex/m, e,c2 /m, 
f1?2 /m, ell.2 /m, e~F/m, ecH/m, eF'll/m, ev10 (Y1,Y2 ,Y3,v)/m
312 and 
the corresponding expectations over Jm are o(m-2 ). Moreover, 
for any positive integer t, 
Hence 
1. 1. (1.40) I eF /m:~-eFx(J )/m2 I 
m 
1 
= ,~x(J c)/m·21 
m 
< (1/m½)jeF3l1/3lex(J c)l2/3 
m 
= (1/m½)(o(m-½))113(o(m-2))2 /3 
= o(m-2 ). 
•, 
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Similarly, 
1 1 
le.H/m2-eHx(Jm)/m?.( ~ o(m-2 ). 
Note also that eF = O, eH = O. Since the fourth-order absolute 
moments of Y1 ,Y2 ,Y3, and V exist and are bounded, so is 
ev11 (Y1,Y2 ,Y3,v)x(Jm). Hence (1/m2)ey11 (Y1,Y2,Y3,v)x(Jm)~o(m-
2 ). 
Finally, in Jm each element of Y1,Y2 ,Y3 , and V divided by 
1 1 
m2 is less than a constant times log m/m2 , therefore 
(1.41) elv12m(Y1,Y2,Y3,V)x(Jm)I = O(m-5/2log5m) = o(m-2) • 
Thus 
(1.42) e'l'(G..n,hm;rm)X(Jm) = V(~.~;p)-tQ/mtev10(Y1,Y2,Y3,v)/m
3/2 
+O(m-2 ), 
where 
1 1 (1.43) Q = ~1(~)~1(G2 q/2~)e(G?-C 2 /4-D]-k.p1(~)§1(s/2oT)e[eF2 /4cr-G] 
1 l. 1 1 
-kp1(a)~1(-G2q/2T)(G2cr/T)e[-fC2 /2G2cr+cF/2-u2 sCH/4-r2] 
+<p1(~)~1(-;/2crT)(a½o/T)e~fF2/2a½o+CF/2+a.oqFH/4rr2] 
l. 1 1 
-k92(a,a;p)e{K+aa/2tt2[f/a2 -a
2qs/4~2 ]H2 +a2 scHl4T2 
+Qo-qFH/4,-2) 
Since the third moments of Y1 ,Y2 ,Y3, and V are either 
zero or O(m-~), combining (1.24) and (1.42), we have 
- 19 -
Finally we have (see Appendix for details), 
(1.45) P21 = vc~,a;p) 
+ ~jcp1 (ct )t1 (a½q/2,-) l (2p+1 )a½/8+3(p-1) /2a½J 
~l (13 )t1 ( ;12cr'f) ( e/4cr) [ (p-1) /4+( -r2+3(G+b )+6(p-1)) /cr2 
4 
-3(a-b)2 /20 ]-(3/8)~1(a)~1(s)(f-d)/-r 
+<p1(13)~1C-s/2cr-r)(1/~cr2 )(-½£(-r2-3e2 /2cr2 )+(1/B)(-9G2 
1 
+Baq+5b2 +4d2 )]+q,2(~,a;p){(l/a2cr)[3(p-l)-3(p-l)q/a 
-3(p-l)f/cr2 -2f+f2 (3+2f)/Go-2 ]+s/8G½cr3 
1 3 1 1 
+q(11a+5b-4d )/8a1h +(l/cri-2) [ £/a2+G2q;/l~-r2] [-4£2 
-3f-3f2 /a-3£2 /cr2+3cr2 +3G+2G.cr2 
-2f3(3+2f)/G.cr2 ])!+o(m-2 ). 
The asymptotic expansion of the PMC P31 can be obtained by 
interchanging the subscripts 2 and 3 in (1.45). 
1.2 The asymptotic expansions of estimated PMC's. 
We estimate P21 by considering X distributed as 
Np(x1 ,s). Then, in terms of Y's and V, P21 (Y1 ,Y2 ,Y3,v) is 
where 
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A 1 1 1 1-1 (1.47) ~ = ½{[-~2+(Y2-Y1)/m2 ]'(I+V/m2 )- (-~2+(Y2-Y1)/m2])2, 
A 1 1 1 (1.48) bm = ½[-('Jl2+113)+(Y2+Y3-2Y1)/m2 ]'(I+V/m2 )- [-(112~13) 
+{Y +Y -2Y )/m½]/([-(T\ -11 )+(Y -Y )/m½J'(I+V/m½)-lx 
2 3 1 2 3 2 3 
1 1 
[-{il2-~3)+(Y2-Y3)/m2)J2, 
(1.49) ;m = [-~2+(Y2-Yl)/m½J'(r+v/m½)-l[-(~2-~3)+(Y2-Y3)/m½]/ 
1:. 1:. -1 1 { [-'fl2+(Y2-Yl )/m2) r (I+V /m2) [ -1l2+(Y2-Yl )/m2] [-{T\2-113) 
+(Y -Y )/m½]'{I+V/m½)-l[-(T\ -T\ )+(Y -Y )/m½J)½. 
2 3 2 3 2 3 
As before, over 
expansions give: 
J for sufficiently large m, Taylor series 
m 
,.. *1 ½ *, ( ) (1.50) am= ex+ C m +D m + y13m Y1 ,Y2 ,v , 
where 
* 1:. (1.51) C = -[il~Vil2+2il~(Y2-Y1)]/4a2 • 
* 1 D = [1l~V2 'fl2+2'fl~V(Y2-Y1)+(Y2-Y1)'(Y2-Y1)]/4a2 
-[~',m +2~'(Y -Y )]2 /16a3/2 
•
12··12 112 2 1 • 
,.. * 1-. -X· {1.52) bm = ~ + F /m 2 +G /m + v14m(Y1,Y2,Y3,v), 
where 
(1.53) F* = [-'fl;Vfl2+il3V'fl3-211' 2(Y2-Y1)+2il3{Y3-Y1)]/2cr 
+e[(ll2-'fl3)'v(~2-il3)+2{112-'fl3)'(Y2-Y3)l/4cr3, 
- 21 -
* G = -e[(~2-T\3)'V2(1l2-T\3)+2(T\2-'fl3)'V(Y2-Y3)+(Y2-Y3)' 
( y2 -Y 3 ) ] /4cr3 
+3e [ (112-11 3) 'v(112-l) 3)+2(-n2-T\3)' (Y2-Y3) ]
2 /lfu5 
+[-T\~Vll2+T\3V1)3-2T\~(Y2-Y1)+21);(Y3-Y1)] X 
[{~2-113) 'V(1l2-113)+2(1)2-T\3) '(Y2-Y3) )/2cr3 • 
(1.54) ;m = p + H*/m½ +K*/m + y15m(Y1,Y2 ,Y3,v), 
where 
(1.55) H* = f[~~V'l]2-1-2~~(Y2-Y1)J/2a
312
cr+[-~~V'll2+~~v~3 
-T\~(Y2-Y1)+~~(Y3-Y1)+11;<Y2-Y1)]/a½a 
1 
+f[(T\2-113)'v(112-11 3)+2(112-11 3)'(Y2-Y3)J/2a~cr
3 
K = [1);v2 (~2-T}3)+2T\~V(Y2-Y1)-~~V(Y3-Y1)-T\;(Y2-Y1) 
1 
+(Y2-Y1)'(Y2-Y1)-(Y3-Y1)'(Y3-Y1)]/G2cr 
-f[(T\2-~3)'V2(T\2-T\3)+2(T\2-1l3)'V(Y2-Y3)+(Y2-Y3)'(Y2-Yi]/ 
2a~3+3£[(~2-~3)'v(~2-~3)+2(~2-~3)'v(Y2-Y3)J2/ 
8a,icr5-f[1)~V2 1)2+2T\~V(Y2-Y1)+(Y2-Y1)'{Y2-Y1)]/2u
312cr 
+3f[~~v~2+2~~(Y2-Y1)l2/8a5/2cr+f[(~2-~3)'v(~2-~3)+ 
2(~2-~3)'(Y2-Y3)][~~V'll2+2~~(Y2-Y1)]/2a3/2cr3 
+[-1)~V(1)2-1) 3)-2T\~(Y2-Y1)+1)~(Y3-Y1 )+T\3(Y2-Y1)] X 
[(~2-~3)'v(~2-~3)+2(~2-~3)'(Y2-Y3)J/2a~3 
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+[-~~V(~2-~3)-2~~(Y2-Y1)+~~(Y3-Y1)+~3(Y2-Y1)] X 
[~~V1l2+2~~(Y2-Y1 )J/2a
312
cr. 
By going through exactly the same arguments as in Section 
1.1, if fpf < 1, we have 
"" (1.56) eP21 (Y1,Y2 ,Y3,v) 
= V(a,S;p) 
+ ~\~1(~)t1(a½q/2T)[a312132-(p-1)a½14-3(p-1)/2cfeJ 
-t<pl (s )tl ( f;/2crrr )( e/4cr )[ (2p+l) /2+(e2 +8tt2+48(a+b-d) 
4 1 
+48(p-1))/8c,-2 -3e2 /2cr ]-~1(a)~1(-G2q/2~)(1/T) X · 
[½f(a/8+3/2)+(2(a2-d2 )+12f+ef(f+6)/cr2 )/16 
-(a(£+6);/16tt2)(1-f2 /aa2 )J+q,1(a)~1(-s/20T)(1/T) x 
{-(£/2)[(e2+8,r2+48(a+q))/Bo-2 -3e2 /203]+[2(a2-d2 ) 
+12(G+f)+ef(f+6)/cr2 ]/16+(Gq/16rr2)[-a2+Gd+3G.b+bd 
-4d2 +6(a+3b)+2df(d+6)/a-12ef/0·2 
+ef2 (f+6)/G.cr2 ]}+q>2(a,a;p)([-12-3(p-l)f/cr2 
1 
-(3(p-l)f+6d)/a+£2 (f+6)/aa2]/a2a 
l. 1,. 
+(1/2~cr) [ f/Q2+(l2qf/4~] [-f2 +6(b+d )-6d2 / a 
1 
-6£2 /cr2 +f2 (f+6)/Go-2 ]+(G.2 ;/16'T2cr}(l-f/fu2 ) 
1 
+(G2q/16rr2cr)[-a2+Gd+3Gb+bd-4d2+6(a+3b) 
+2df(d+6)/Q-12ef /cr2 +ef2(f-1-6)/aa2 ]} /+o(m - 2 ). 
- 23 -
Interchanging the subscripts 2 and 3 in (1.56) gives 
,. 
the expansion for e.i>31 (Y1 ,Y2 ,Y3,v). 
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CHAPTER 2 
ASYMPTOTIC PMC 'S OF NEAREST NEIGIIBOR RULES BASED ON RANKS 
2.0 Introduction 
The nearest neighbor (NN) rule for classifying an observa-
tion Z into one of two given populations rr1 and rr2 was first 
introduced and studied by Fix and Hodges (1951). The rule can be 
described as follows: Let 
•• 0 ' and 
random training samples from rr1 and TT2 , respectively. Using a 
distance function d, rank the distance of all the observations 
from Z, and classify Z into rr. 
l. 
if the nearest observation to 
z comes from rr • 0 
l. 
This rule was also studied by Cover and Hart 
(1967), Cover (1968), who generally considered sampling from a 
population which is a mixture of rrl and rr2. 
The NN rule can't be applied if the observations are avail-
able only in terms of their ranks {or relative orders). In this 
chapter a rule is suggested which uses the basic idea of the NN 
rule but it is expressed only in terms of the ranks of the obser-
vations o The rule is given below and it is termed as the Modified 
Nearest Neighbor (MNN) rule. 
Pool all the observations z, X. 1 s , and Y . 's , and note 
l. J 
their relative orders {or ranks). Let U and V be the nearest 
observations to Z from the left and from the right, respec-
tively, in the pooled training sample. When either U or V is 
not defined we define it to be z. The MNN rule can now be 
- 25 -
described as follows: 
(i) If Z is the smallest observation, then classify it to rr1 
{or rr2 ) when V is an X (or Y) observationo 
(ii) If Z is the largest observation, classify it to rr1 (or 
rr2 ) when U is an X (or Y) observation. 
(iii) If both U and V are X (or Y) observations, classify Z 
into rrl (or rr2). 
(iv) If U and V are not from the same population, classify Z 
and rr2 with probability ½ and respectively. 
The basic idea of this rule is taken from Anderson (1966) where 
he discusses classification rules based on tolerance regions .• 
In Section 2.1 we have derived the asymptotic (as n1 , n2 
-+co) PMC of the MNN rule o It turns out that the asymptotic PMC 
of our rule is the same as the respective asymptotic PMC of the 
NN rule as derived by Fix and Hodges (1951). 
Moreover, to reduce randomization in the ~INN rule, we may 
modify the rule in the following wayo If the left nearest neigh-
bor u1 and the right nearest neighbor v1 are not from the same 
population, consider the next smaller and the next larger observa-
tions and denote the new left neighbor by u2 and the new right 
neighbor by v2• Then classify Z into rr1 (or rr2 ) if both 
u2 and v2 are X (or Y) observations; if u2 
not from the same population, classify Z into rr1 
and v2 are 
and rr2 with 
probability ½ and ~' respectively. This will be called the 
two-stage MNN rule. When u2 and v2 are not from the same 
J 
u 
_ 26 _ 
population, we may consider the next smaller and the next larger 
observations and classify according to the new left and right 
neighbors and as above. This defines the three-stage 
MNN ruleo We shall derive the asymptotic PMC's of the two-
stage, and the three-stage MNN rules. When training samples are 
drawn from a population which is a mixture of Tr l and Tf 2 we 
derive the asymptotic risks of the two-stage and the three-stage 
MNN rules and extend this to obtain the asymptotic risk of the 
K-stage MNN rule. It is shown that this multi-stage MNN 
rule reduces not only the probability of randomization but also 
the asymptotic risko 
In section 2o4 we define the rank-analogue of the K -nearest 
n 
neighbor (K -NN) ruleo 
n 
The K -NN rule was first introduced and 
n 
studied by Fix and Hodges (1951), and later modified by Cover 
(1968). The modified rule can be described as follows. Let 
M 
n. ]. 
be the number of observations in the pooled training sample 
from the population TTi that belong to the k 
n 
{with respect to some distance measure) of z. 
nearest neighbors 
Then the K -NN 
n 
rule decides Z as rr., if M = max M We propose a 
1 ni j=l,2 nj 
"Modified K -Nearest Neighbor" (~n< -NN) rule, which uses the 
n n 
basic idea of the K -NN rule but it is expressed only in terms of 
n 
the ranks of the observations. The rule is given below. 
Let Un be the 
~ 27 -
k 1th nearest observation to n, 
left and V be the k 2 th nearest observation to n n, 
right in the pooled training sample. When U (or 
n 
z 
z 
V ) 
n 
from the 
from the 
is not 
defined as described above, we define it to be the smallest (or 
the larges: ) observation in the pooled sample (including z). 
Then the MK -NN rule is defined as follows: 
n 
(i) If there are more X {or Y) observations in the closed 
interval (Un' Vn], classify Z into rr1 (or rr2 ). 
(ii) If there are equal numbers of X observations and Y 
observations in (Un, Vn], classify Z into 111 and rr2 with 
probability i and 1 ,s-, respectively. 
We shall derive the asymptotic PMC of the~ -NN rule when 
n 
K .-:fXl and k i/n4J as n = min(n1 ,n2)~. When training sam-n,1 n, 
ples are drawn from a population which is a mixture of rr1 and 
the asymptotic risk of the 
exactly the Bayes risk. 
MK -NN rule turns out to be 
n 
The K -NN rule was obtained using the K -NN es tima.tes of 
n n 
the density functions as suggested by Fix and Hodges (1951) and 
Loftsgaarden and Quesenberry (1965). However, it may be noted 
that the density functions can't be estimated using the ranked 
observations only. 
I I 
I 
.... 
' I 
..J 
I I 
~ 
.... 
-~ 
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2.1 Asymptotic values of the conditional PMC of the MNN rule. 
Let the c .d. f. 1 s of X. and Y. be Fl and F2 , respec-]. J 
tively. We shall assume that fl and f2 are the p.d.f.
1 s 
corresponding to Fl and F2, respectively, with respect to 
Lebesgue measure. Denote by X(l) < X(2 ) < ••• < X(nl)' 
Y(l) < Y(2 ) < ••• < Y(n2
) the order statistics of (x1 , 0 •• , 
and ... , respectively. 
and Q (z} be the conditional probabili-
nl,n2 
ties that the MNN rule classifies the observation Z into rr1 
and rr2 , respectively, given Z = z. Note that P (z) is nl,n2 
the conditional PCC and Qn n (z) is the conditional PMC when 
1' 2 
Z -F1 , given Z = z. We can write 
(2.1) 
where 
(2.4) P 3(z) = Pr(X(·) ::S Z ::S X(. l) fo~ some i=l,.,.,n1-1; nl,n2, 1. i+ 
(2.6) 
- ~9 -
P 4(z) = ·tPr(X(.) ~ Z ~ Y(.), for s01,1e i and j but no n1 ,n2 , i J 
other observations fall in [X(i)' Y(j)JIZ=z} + 
½Pr(Y(j) ~ Z :=: X(i) for some i and j but n~ other observa-
tions fall in [Y(j)' X(j)J.IZ=z}. 
Similarly, we can write 
Qn n (z) 
1' 2 
where Q • (z) 
n1,n2 ,i 
is obtc1:b1ed from P i (z) by inter-
nl ,n2, 
changing X and Y. Note that Q 4(z) = P ).(z). nl ,n2:, nl ,n2,"I· . 
To obtain asymptotic expressions, we shall assume that 
0 < X < co, where 
The cases A= 0 and A= 00 can be handled easily. We shall now 
obtain the limiting values of P i ( z ) and Q • ( z ) • 
n1 ,n2 , n1 ,n2 ,i 
Lemma 2.1. (i) Either F1(z) > 0 or F2 (z) > 0 implies 
p (z) ~o and Q 1 (z) ~ 0 as nl 'n2 -+ oo • n1 ,n2 ,l nl,n2, 
(ii) Either F1(z) < 1 or F2 (z) < 1 implies 
p (z) 
n1 ,n2 ,2 
~o and Q (z) ~ 0 
n1,n2 ,2 
as nl, n2 -+ oo. 
J 
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Proof. It is sufficient to prove the result only for 
P (z) since the other results follow along the similar 
n1 ,n2 ,1 
line. 
Remarko The above assumptions hold a.eo if either Z-F1 or 
Z--F 2 o 
Next we shall derive the limiting value of 
Note that 
(2.9) p n 3(z) = 
Ill' 2' 
z ~ n n -2 f J {1-(F2(y)-F2 (x))) 2n1(n1-1){1-(F1(y)-F1 (x))) 1 
..co z 
For fixed z and O < F1(z) < 1, o < F2(z) < 1 define 
- 31 -
(2.13) K2{z-x) = {F2{z)-F2{x))/F2{z) for x < Zo 
Let u = y-z and v = z-x for x S z S Yo Then we may write 
z 00 n 
{2.14) P 3(z) = J J {1-(F2(y)-F2(z))-(F2(z)-F2(x))) 2 X . nl ,n2, ..oo z -
n -2 
n1(n1-1){1-(F1(y)-F 1(z))-(F1(z)-F1(x))) 
1 dF1{y)dF1(x) 
zoo n 
= J J {1-(1-F2(z))K1{y-z)-F2(z)K2(z-x)) 2n1(n1-1) x 
..ooz 
n -2 
(1-(1-F1(z)H1(y-z)-F1(z)H2(z-x)) 1 dF1(y)dF1(x) 
0000 n 
= J J {1-(1-F2(z))K1(u)-F2(z)K2(v)} 2n1(n1-1) x 0 0 
•, w> 
n -2 
{1-(1-F l (z) )H1 {u)-F l (z)H2(v )) l (1-F l (z) )Fl (z)dHl (u)dHi v ). 
Let 
(2.15) 8 = f2(z)/£1(z). 
We shall show that 
(2.16) Pn n 3(z) 
l' 2' 
::: P* (z) 
n1 ,n2 ,3 
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~~ n f J {1-9H1(u)(l-F1(z))-8H2(v)F1(z)) 2n1(n1-1){1-(1-F1(z))x 0 0 
n -2 
H1{u)-F1(z)H2(v)) l (1-F1(z))F1(z)dH1(u)dH2(v) if 9 :S 1 
~~ n J J {1-(1-F2 (z))K1(u)-F2(z)K2(v)) 2n1(n1-1)(1-(1/9) x 0 0 
n -2 1 (1-F2(z))K1(u)-(1/9)F2(z)K2(v)} (1-F2(z))F2(z)dK1(u) 
dK2 (v) if 8 > 1 
Next we shall show that 
P* ( nl,n2,3 z)-+ (1+A8)-2 
For the above results we need to assume that z is a continuoas 
point of both £1 and £2 and f 1(z) > O, £2(z) > O. Note that 
P* 3(z) is obtained from P 3(z) after replacing K1(u) nl,n2, nl,n2, 
and ~(v) in the integrand by 8(1-F1(z))H1(u)/(1-F2(z)) and 
8F1(z)H2(v)/F2(z), respectively, when 8 ~ lo Wnen 9 > 1, 
P* 3(z) is obtained from P 3(z) after replacing nl,n2, nl,n2, 
H1(u) and H2(v) in the integrand by (1/0)(1-F2(z))K1(u)/(1-F1(z)) 
and (1/8)F2(z)K2(v)/F1(z), respectively. 
We shall prove that each of P 3(z) and P* 3(z) nl,n2, nl,n2, 
is asymptotically equivalent to the corresponding integral when 
the domain of integration [o,~) x [o,~) is replaced by (0,6] x 
[0,6] for sufficiently small 6 > o. Moreover, in this domain 
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K1(u)/H1(u) ~ 9(1-F1(z))/(1-F2{z)) 
and 
K2(u)/H2(u) ~ SF1(z)/F2(z). 
Let us now prove the results described aboveo 
Lemma 2o2• If z is a continuous point of both f 1 and £2 
and £1(z) > O, f 2 (z) > 0, then for sufficiently small 5 > 0 
we have 
{2o17) 
5~6 n2 lim (P 3(z)-J J {1-(1-F2(z))K1(u)-F2(z)K2(v)} x ~ nl,n2, 0 0 
nl,n2 
n -2 
n1(n1-1) (1-(1-F1(z))H1(u)-F1(z)H2(v)} 1 (1-F1(z))F1(z)x 
dH1(u)dH2(v)] = O. 
Proof. Since H1 and H2 are non-decreasing functions in u 
and v we have 
6 00 n J J {1-(1-F1(z))K1(u)-F2(z)K2(v)) 2n1(n1-1)(1-(1-F1(z)) x 0 6 -
n -2 1 H1{u)-F1(z)H2(v)) (1-F1(z))F1(z)dH1(u)dH2(v) 
n -2 ~ n1(n1-1)(1-(1-F1(z))H1(5)} 1 ~ 0 as n1 -+ 00, 
because 1-(1-F1(z))H1(5) < 1 
00 6 
The other two integrals J J 
6 0 
for sufficiently small 6 > O. 
00 00 
and J f can be similarly proved 
o o 
to be asymptotically zero, and the proof is complete. 
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Remarko Note that only n1 ~
00 is required to obtain the 
des ired result. 
Before coIIllllencing the next lemma, we need to develop some 
useful facts. 
Using the definition of a density at its point of continuity, 
we get 
{2.18) lim K1(u)/u = lim{(F2(z+u)-F2(z))/u}/(1-F2(z)) 
u--0 u~ 
(2. 19) lim H1 (u)/u = lim { (F 1 (z+u)-F 1 (z) )/u} / (1-F 1 (z)) 
u-() u~ 
(2.18) and (2.19) entail 
{2.20) lim K1(u)/H1(u) = _9(1-F1(z))/(l-F2(z)). 
u-+0 
Similarly, 
If we write 
Then R1{u) and R2 (v) have the following property: 
lim R1(u)/H1(u) = lim R2(v)/H2(v) = O, 
u-+O u-)() 
which is equivalent to that for every e > O, there exists a 
6 > 0 such that 
(2.24) IR1{u)I :'.'.:: eH1(u), IR2(v)( :'.'.:: €H2(v) whenever lul < 5, 
(vi< 6. 
Lennna 2.30 Suppose z is a continuous point of both £1 and 
f2 and f 1(z) > O, f 2(z) > O. If O <A<~, then 
lim (P 3(z)-P* (z)] = 0 )00 nl , n2 , nl , n2, 3 
nl ,n2-
'· ;, 
Proof. We shall only prove for 9 < 1 since for the case 8 > 1 
can be similarly proved just by switching the roles of H1(u), 
H2(v) with K1(u), K2(v), respectively. 
P* 3(z). nl,n2, Obviously Lemma 2.2 is also true for There-
fore we need only to prove that for sufficiently small 6 > 0 
6 6 n 
lim [J J {1-(1-F2(z))K1(u)-F2(z)K2(v)) 2n1(n1-1)(1-(1-F1 n1 ,n2~ 0 0 
n -2 
( z) )H1 ( u )-Fl ( z )H2 ( v)} l ( 1-F l ( z) )Fl ( z )dHl ( u )dH2 ( v )-
6 6 n J
0
J
0
(1-8(1-F1(z))H1(u)-0F1(z)H2(v)) 2n1(n1-l)x 
. : 
~ 
I I 
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n -2 1 {1-(1-F1 (z))H1 (u)-F1 (z)H2(v)) (1-F1 (z)) F1 (z)x 
dH1{u)dH2(v))]= O. 
Now using (2o~2) and (2.23), we can write 
6 6 n 
{2.25) f J {1-(1-F2(z))K1(u)-F2(z)K2(v)) 2n1(n1-1){1-(1-F1(z))x 0 0 
n -2 
H1(u)-F1(z)H2(v)} 
1 (1-F1(z))F1(z)dH1(u)dH2(v) 
6 6 n2 
= J J { 1-[ 9 ( 1-F l ( z ) ) Hl ( u ) +Rl ( u) ]- [ eF l ( z ) H2 ( v) +R2 ( v) ]} x 
0 0 
n -2 
n1(n1-1){1-(1-F1(z))H1{u)-F1(z)H2(v)) 1 (1-F1(z))dH1(u) 
dH2(v) 
From the mean-value theorem, then for some O < y 1 < 1, 
0 < v2 < 1, (2.25) is 
6 6 n · 2 . (2.26) J J {1-8(1-F1 (z))H1 (u)-9F1 (z)H2(v)} n1 (n1-1){1-(1-F1 (z))x 0 0 
n1-2 6 6 Hl (u)-F l (z)H2 ( v)} (1-F l (z) )Fl (z)dHl (u)dH2 ( v )-Ji O 
n -1 
R2(v)n2{1-8(1-F1(z))H1(u)-8F1(z)H2(v)-y2R2(v)} 
2 X 
ni-2 
n1 (n1-1) (1-(1-F 1 (z) )H1 (u)-F 1 (z)H2 ( v )} (1-F 1 (z) )F 1 (z)x 
6 6 
dH1 (u)dll2 ( v )-J f R1 ( u)n2 {l-9 (1-F 1 (z) )H1 ( u)-y1R1 ( u)-9F 1 (z)x 0 0 
n -1 n -2 
H2 (v)-R2 (v)} 
2 
n1(n1-1){1-(1-F1(z))n1(u)-F1(z)H2 (v)} 
1 x 
(1-F1 (z))F1 (z)dH1 (u)dH2 (v) 
- 37 -
The lemma is proved if we can show that in (2o26) the second term 
and the third are asymptotically zero. Denote the seconi term by 
From (2.24) for every 
6 > 0 such that 
e > 0, we can choose sufficiently small 
(2.27) 
o 6 
la (z)I ~ e J J H2(v)n2n1 (n1-1)(1-(1-F1(z)H1(u) nl,n2 0 0 
n -2 oo 00 
-F1 (z)H2 (v)} 
1 (1-F1 (z))F1 (z)dH1 (u)dH2(v) ~ e J J H2 (v)x 0 0 
n -2 
n2n1(n1-1)(1-(1-F1(z))H1(u)-F1(z)H2(v)} 
1 (1-F1(z))F1(z)x 
dxdy 
Considering the following transformation 
then we have 
', ,,, 
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1 s n1-2 la (z)I~ e J J [n0 n1(n1-l)t(l-s) /F1(z)]dtds nl,n2 0 0 ~ 
1 n -2 
= (e/2F1 (z)) J n2n1 (n1-l)s2 {1-s) 1 ds 0 
Since e is arbitrary and l < oo, la (z)I ~ 0 is proved. 
nl,n2 
Similarly 
Lemma 2o4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2o3, we have 
(2.28) lim P 3(z) = 1/(l+A8)
2 
n1,n, n1 ,n2~ 2 
Proof. From Lemma 2.3, it is sufficient to show that 
Let 
Then 
1 s n2 n1-2 P* 3(z) = J J (1-9s) n1(n1-1)(1-s) dtds nl ,n2, 0 0 
1 n0 n1-2 
= J n1(n1-l)s{l-6s) ~(1-s) ds 0 
- 39 -
Case I. A9 < 1. 
This is an alternating series, and 
Since A9 < 1, we can choose n2 and k sufficiently large such 
that v. is decreasing in k. k,n2 
Moreover, 
Therefore 
00 
lim P~- 3(z) = ~ (k+l )(-Aa/ = 1/(l+A9)2 • nl,n2, k=O 
Case II. A9 > 1. 
1 n2 n1-2 P* 3(z) = J n1(n1-l)s(l-0s) (1-s) ds 0 1 ' 0 2' 0 
8 n nl-2 
= J n1(n1-l)(y/0)(1-y) 2(1-y/9) (1/0)dy 0 
I 
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n -2 9 n 1 n -2 
= (1/02 )J 111 (nl-l)y(l-y) 2 { iJ ( lk )(-y/el)dy 
0 k=O 
n -2 
':> 1 ~ nl -2 k 0 n,-_ k+ 1 
= (1/(~'--) iJnl(nl-1)( k )(-1/e) [(1-y) c_y dy 
k=O 0 
n1-2 -~ 1 
( ) ( .. /"'-:>) ~; ( l\(
11
1 -)( l/ )kr (l )n2 k+l Let R·>:- ~ z = .,. l. tf- LJ n1 n1 - I k - 9 J -y y d y nl,n2,~ k=O - 0 
n 1-2 
= (1/02 ) ~ [n1 !n2 !(k+l)/(n.,-k-2)!(n9 +k+2)!Jt11B)k k:.-0 J. •.• 
Since 1/)...0 < 1, by going through the same argument as in Case I, 
we have 
lim R¥.· Jz) 
111 , n,?.,.:, 
~ 
- (lh.2 6-:~) ~k+1.)(-ih.8)k = 1/(1+\Sf'. 
k=O 
To complete the proof of this case, it suffices to show that 
lim (P* ~(z)-R* (z)) = O. 
nl,n2,J ul,n2,3 
To see this, let 
D {z) = 82 (P* (z)-R* (z)). 
nl,n2,3 nl,n2,3 nl,n2,3 
Then 
I Dnl ,n2 ,3'z) I 
M n -~ 1 n 1 '-· k~ ,;:, k+l ~ ~ n1(n1-1)( k )(1/9) I (1-y) -y dy k=:O ~ 8 
n -2 
1 n2-2 k 1 n~ k+l + ~ nl (nl-1)( .k )(1/e) j (1-y) Coy dy 
k=M 0 
Since 
n~ 
1 n2-2 k 1 n2 k 1 ~ nl(nl-1)( k )(1/e) J (1-y) y + dy 
k=O 0 
converges, we can 
-41 
choose M sufficiently large so that for every given e > 0, the 
second term of right side of the above inequality is dominated by 
€0 Hence for every e > O, there exists M such that 
Thus 
M n 1-2 k 1 n2 lim In 3(z)I ~ llm ~ n1(n1-1)( k )(1/9) J (1-y) x nl ' 112' k=O 9 
k+ 1 M n1 -2 k n + 1 y dy + e < lim 2J n1 (111-1)( k )(1/9) (1-G) 
2 
+€ = € 
k=O 
lirn D 3(z) = 0 since nl,n2, e is arbitrary. 
Case III. :\.9 = L 
00 
We have lim P* 3(z) nl ,n2, = Z: (k+l)(-1/ k=O 
Then by the method of Abel of summability (see Widder (1961), 
P• 309-313), we get 
00 
lim P* 
3
(z) = lim zj (k+l)(-x)k 
nl 'n2' ~1-k=O 
= lim 1/(l+x)2 = 1/4 = 1/(l+A9)2 
~1-
Now the proof of Lemma 2o4 is completeo 
Lemma 2.5 o Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.3, we have 
(2o29) lim P· 4(z) = A0/(1+16) 2 o n n 
n n-iOO l' 2' 1' 2 
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Proof. Going through the same arguments as we did for 
P 3(z) (Lemna 2.2 through Lemma 2.4), we have nl,n2, 
z .oo n -1 
P 4(z) = ½J J n1n2{1-(F2(y)-F2(x))} 2 (1-(F1(y) nl,n2, ..oo z 
n -1 
-Fl ( X) ) } l ( dF 2 ( y) dF l ( x) +dF l ( y) dF 2 ( x ) ) 
oo oo n -1 
= ½J J n1n2{1-(1-F2(z))K1(u)-F2(z)K2(v)) 2 x 0 0 
n -1 
{1-(1-F1(z)H1(u)-F1(z)H2(v)) l X 
{(1-F2(z))F1(z)d¾(u)dH2 (v)+(l-F1(z))F2 (z)x 
dHl {u)dK2 ( v)) 
00 00 
~ e(n2/n1+1))J J (n1+1)n1(1-9(1-F1(z))H1(u)-O 0 
n -1 
8F1(z)H2(v)} 2 (1-(1-F1(z))H1(u)-F1(z) x 
n1-1 H2{v)} (1-F1 (z))F1 (z)dH1 (u)dH2(v) 
~ 91(1/(1+18)2 ) = 18/(l+A9)2 as n1,n2 -+ 00 • 
Combining all the previous results, we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose z is a continuous point of both f 1 and 
f2 and f 1(z) > O, f2(z) > o. If O <A< oo, then 
- 43 -
Proof. From Lemma 2 .1, Lerrnna [~. 4 , and Lemma 2. 5 , we have 
= 1/(1+ie)2 + xe/(1+Ae) 2 = 1/(1+x0) 
and TT 2 be the PNC as nl,n2, 
Z coming from 
rr1 or TT2 , respectively. If Pr{f. (z) > O, f is continuous at l. i 
zlrr.) = 1, i=l,2o, j=l,2., the the followings are immediate con-
J 
sequences of Theorem 2. 1. 
(2.31) lim TT 1 = J[lf~(z)/(f1(z)+Af2(z)]f1(z)dz ~ nl,n2, c. 
nl,n2 
and 
Suppose the training samples are drawn from a population which is 
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a mixture of TT1 and rr2 in the proportion s1 and e;2 • Then 
A= 1;2 /1; 1 , and the asymptotic risk of the MNN rule (assumi.ng cost 
from misclassification is 1) is 
= 2R*, 
where R* is the Bayes risk with respect to to prior probabili-
ties ~l and 1;2 ; namely, the asymptotic probability of error of 
the ~INN rule is bounded above by twice of the Bayes probability 
of error. 
2.2 An alternative approach to obtain the asymptotic conditional 
PMC of the MNN rule. 
Let U be the left nearest neighbor of Z and V the right 
nearest neighbor of z. Then the conditional probability of 
classifying Z into rr1 , given Z = z, U = u, V = v, is 
where 
and 
j 
- 45 -
A(nl,n2) = cl(nl,n2)+c3(nl,n2)+C5(nl,n2)+~~7(n1,n2), 
B(n1 ,n2 ) = 't) C. (n1 ,n2 ) 
. 1 l. -1.:: 
n -1 n 
c1(n1 ,n2 ) = n1[1-F1(v)] 1 [l-F2(v)] 2r1(v) 
n2 -1 n 1 c2 (n1 ,n2) = n2 [1-F2 (v)] [1-F1(v)] f 2(v) 
nl -1 nr 
c3(n1 ,n2 ) = n1[F1(u)] [F2(u)J ~f1(u) 
n -1 n 
c4(n1,n2) = n2 [F2(u)] 
2 [F1(u)] 
1£2(u) 
n1-2 n2 c5(n1,n2) = n1(n1-1)[1-(F1(v)-F1(u))] [1-(F2(v)-F2(u))] x 
£1(u)f1(v) 
n2 -2 n1 c6(n1 ,n2 ) = n2(n2-1)[1-(F2(v)-F2(u))] [1-(F1(v)-F1(u))] x 
£2(u)f2 (v) 
n -1 n -1 
c7{n1,n2) = n1n2[1-(F1(v)-F1(u))] 
1 [1-(F2(v)-F2(u))] 
2 X 
[£1(v)f2(u)+f1(u)f2 (v)], 
here c1(n1 ,n2), c2 (n1 ,n2 ), c3(n1 ,n2 ), c4(n1 ,n2), c5(n1 ,n2 ), 
c6(n1 ,n2), and c7(n1 ,n2 ) divided by the conditional joint density 
of U and V given Z = z are the conditional probabilities 
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of the events {Z::: X(l) < Y(l)), {Z .S Y(l) < X(l)}, 
{Z 2: X(n) > Y(n )), {Z:::: Y(n) > X(n )), {X(i)::: z ~ X(i+l)' for 
1 2 2 1 
some i=l, ••• ,n1-1; and no Yj's fall in (X(i)' X(i+l)]), 
{Y(j)::: Z::: Y(j+l)' for some j=l, ••• ,n2-1; and no X. 's fall in 1. 
[Y(j)' Y(j+l)]}, {X(i) ~ Z::: Y(j)' for some i and j and no other 
observations fall in [X(i)' Y(j)];. or Y(j)::: Z::: X(i) for 
some i arid j and no other observations fall in [Y(j)' X(i)J}, 
respectively, given Z = z, U = u, and V = v. 
We begin with the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.6 Either f 1 is continuous at z and 
is continuous at z and f2(z) > 0 implies that U and V con-
verge to z in probability as n1 ,n2 ~ 
00 • 
Proof. By symmetry, it suffices to show that U converges to z 
in probability. 
For every sufficiently small e > 0 
Pr{Z-U > elZ=z) = Pr{U < Z-elZ=z} 
An alternative proof of Theorem 2ul: 
- 47 -
and c4 (n1 ,n2 ) converge to zero in probability as n1 ,n2 -> 00 
since O < F1 (z) < 1, 0 < F2 (z) < 1, U and V converge to z 
in probability (Lemma 2.6), and the density functions are contin-
uous. 
Thus 
plim(A(n1 ,n2)/B(n1 ,n2 )) 
= plim(c5(n1,n2 )+½C7(n1,n2))/[c5(n1,n2)4~6(n1,n2) 
+C7(nl ,n2)] • 
We can write 
n -2 (2.35) c5(n1 ,n2)-*7(n1,n2 ) ~ nf[1-(F1(v)-F1(u))] 1 [1-(F2(v)-
n -2 
F2(u))J 
2 (((n1-1)/n1)[1-(F2(v)-F2(u)}]2 f 1(u)f1(v) 
+½(n2/n1)[1-(F1(v)-F1(u))J [1-(F2(v)-F2(u))][f1(v)f2 (u) 
+£1 (u)f2 (v)]} 
and 
n -2 
(2.36) c5(n1 ,n2 )+c6(n1,n2 )-te7(n1 ,n2 ) = nf[1-(F1(v)-F1(u)] 
1 
n -2 
[1-(F2(v)-F2(u)] 2 (((n1-1)/n1)[1-(F2 (v)-F2(u))]2 f 1(u) x 
i, 
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fl ( V) + ( n2 ( n2 -1 ) /ir'1 )[ 1- (Fl ( v) -Fl ( l 1 ) ) ]' \/ ll ) f ~~ ( v ) + ( n ~/ n l ) X 
[ 1-(F l ( v )-Fl ( u))] [ 1-(F 2 ( v )-F?. ( u))] [fl ( v) f 2 ( u )+fl ( u) f c"~ ( v)]) 
Hence, by the snmc reasons as we stated above, we have 
(2o37) plim(A(n1 ,n2 )/B(n1 ,n2 )) = (ff(z)+f\f1 (z)f~'.(z))/(ff(z)+ 
A2 f~(z)+2Af 1(z)f2(z)) = f 1(z)/(f1(z)+11.f)z)); 
namely, 
(2038) p lim P (z,u,v) = f 1(z)/(£1(z)+\f2(z)) nl,n2 
Therefore, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we 
obtain 
Also, 
lim P (z) =lime P (z,U,V) 
nl,n2 nl,n2 
= e lim P . (z,U,V) 
nl,n2 
= t[f1(z)/(f1(z)+Af2(z)] 
= £1(z)/(f1(z)+Xf2(z)). 
1i m Q ( z ) = li m ( 1-P ( z ) ) = A £2 { z ) / ( f 1 ( z) + 11. f 2 ( z ) ) • nl,n2 nl,n2 -
The proof is now complete. 
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2o3 The asyrnptotic conditional PMC of the multi-stat1.e HNN rule. 
The following lemma leads us to assume without loss of gener_-
ali ty (with probability one) that the k left nearest neighbors 
u1 , u2 , ••• , Uk and the k right nearest neighbors v1 , v2 , 
••• , Vk are well-defined in the K-stage MNN rule. Let 
Lemma 2.7. If k/n ~ 0 as n ~ 00, then 
{i) Pr(There are at least k observations to the right 
of z for sufficiently large n) = 1, 
(ii) Pr(There are at least k observations to the left 
of z for sufficiently large n} = 1. 
Proof. We shall prove (i). Since continuity of distribution 
functions is assumed and it is known that either Z -F1 or 
Z -F2 , it is then true with probability one that either 
define 
or 0 < F (z) < 1. 2 Suppose 
w. = xi (x.) i = 1, ••• , n1 • ]. z,oo, ]. 
Then e(w1) = 1-F1(z) > O. By the strong law of large 
numbers, we have 
nl 
Pr{(l/n1 ) ~ W. ~ e(w1 ) > 0 as n1 -> 00 ) = 1. i=l]. 
and 
Now since k/n1 ~ 0 as n1 ~ 00 and e(w1) > O, there exists an 
integer N such that 
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k/n1 ~ ~(w1) 
Consequently, 
nl 
for 
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nl ~ N • 
Pr( ~ W. > k for n sufficiently large) = 1, 
. 1 l. -1= 
which completes the proof. 
(k) ( . ) ( (k) ( . Let P z,u1, ••• ,uk,v1 , ••• ,vk or Q z,u1, ••• ,u., n1 ,n2 n1,n2 K 
v1, ..• ,vk)) be the conditional probability of the K-stage MNN 
rule classifying Z into ~l 
V.=v. for i = 1, o•o, k. Let 
1 1 
(or rr2 ), given 
P(k) (z) ( or 
nl,n2 
Z-z U.=u., 
- , l. ]. 
Q(k) (z)) be the 
nl,n2 
conditional probability of the K-stage MNN rule classifying Z 
into rr1 (or rr2), given Z=z. The limiting value of P(k) (z) nl,n2 
is obtained through the limiting value of P(k) (z);u1 , ••• ,uk; nl,n2 
v1, ••• ,vk) by using the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.8. Suppose either f 1 is continuous at z with £1(z)>o 
or £2 is continuous at z with f 2 (z)>o. If k/n--0 as n'°, 
then Uf·~z, v.~z in probability as n-40 for j=l, ••• ,k. J 
Proof. We shall only prove that uk~z in probability. Suppose 
£1 is continuous at z and f 1(z)>O, then for every suffi-
ciently small e > O, 
Pr (Z-Uk > e I Z=z) 
~ Pr{There are at most (k-1) observations lying in the 
- 51 -
interval (z-€,z).) 
k-1 n . n -i 
= ~ ( l)ql.(1-q) 1 
. - _/"\ i l.:::v 
where W is the number of X observations lying in the 
nl 
interval (z-e,z). 
Since by the law of large numbers, 
a.s. 
Wn
1
/n1 ~ F1(z)-F1(z-e) > 0 and 
k/n1 ~ 0, we immediately have 
Pr{Z-Uk > e(Z=Z) ~ 0 as n ~ ~ 
for every sufficiently small e > 0, which completes the proof. 
Two-stage MNN rule. 
Define 
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(2.40) o1(n1,n2 ) 
n -4 
= n1(n1-l)(n1-2)(n1-3)[1-(F1(v2)-F1(u2)] 
1 [l-(F2(v2) 
n2 
-F2{u2))] f 1(u1)r1(v1)r1(u2)f1(v2)+n1(n1-l)(n1-2)n2 X 
n -3 n -1 
(1-(F1(v2)-F1(u2))] l [1-(F2(v2)-F2 (u2 ))] 
2 X 
(fl{ul)fl(vl)fl(u2)f2(v2)+fl(ul)fl(vl)f2(u2)fl (v2)+ 
fl(ul)f2(vl)fl{u2)fl(v2)+f2{ul)fl(vl)fl(u2)fl(v2)]+ 
n -2· 
n1(n1-l)n2(n2-1)[1-(F1(v2)-F1(u2)) 
1 [1-(F2(v2) 
n -2 
-Fl(u2))] 2 fl(ul)fl(vl)f2(u2)f2(v2), 
(2.41) o2(n1,n2) 
nl 
= n2(n2-l)(n2-2)(n2-3)[1-(F1(v2 )-F1(u2 ))] [1-(F2(v2 ) 
n -4 
- F 2 (u2))] 2 f2(ul )£2( vl )f2(u2)f2 ( v2)+nl n2 (n2-l)(n2-2) 
n -1 n -3 
[1-(Fl(v2)-Fl(u2))] 1 [1-(F2(v2)-F2(u2))] 2 
[f2(ul)f2(vl)f2(u2)fl(v2)+f2{ul)f2(vl)fl(u2)f2(v2)+ 
f2(ul)fl(vl)f2(u2)f2(v2)+fl(ul)f2(vl)f2(u2)f2(v2)]+ 
n -2 
n1(n1-l)(n2 )(n2-1)[1-(F1(v2 )-F1(u2 ))] 
1 [1-(F2 (v2 ) 
n -1 
-F2(u2})] 2 f2(ul)f2(vl)fl{u2)fl(v2), 
- 53 -
n -2 
=n1(n1-l)n2 (n2-1)[1-(F1(v2 )-F1(u2 ))] 
1 [1-(F2(v2 ) 
n -2 
-F2(u2))] 2 [fl{ul)f2(vl)fl{u2)f2(v2)+fl{ul)f2(vl)f2(u2) X 
where n1(n1 ,n2), n2 (n1 ,n2), n3(n1,~) are ~espectively propor-
tional to the conditional probabilities of classifying Z into 
Tfl' classifying Z into TT2 , a..'ld randcmi.zation, given Z=z, 
U.=u., V.=v., i = 1, 2o And the configuraticns are 
1. l. 1. l. 
I 
;_ ,. 
,. 
I 
... 
I 
I 
.... 
i I 
I I 
.... 
I I 
{XXZXX, or XXZXY, or YXZXX, or XXZYX, or. XYZXX, or YXZXY} , ._ 
{YYZYY, or YYZYX, or XYZYY, or YYZXY, or YXZYY, or 
XYzyx} , and {XXzyy, or YXZYX, or XYZXY, or YYZXX) , 
respectively. Then using Leanna 2. 7, we have 
In the same manner as in section 2.2, we get 
(2.44) plim Pi2)n {z;u1,u2 ,v1,v2) 
n-+ 00 1' 2 
c (fi(z)+4Afi(z)£2 (z)+X2 ff(z)f~(z)+2A2 fj_{z)f~(z))/(£i(z) 
+4Xfr(z)f2(z)+X2 ff(z)f~(z)+X4£~(z)+4A3£1(z)f~(z) 
+X2 f 2 (z)f2 (z)+4X2 £2 (z)f2 (z)) 1 2 1 2 
I i 
..i 
I 
... 
I, i 
i.J 
• ! 
.. , 
.. 
- . 
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= ff(z)(f1(z)+3Af2(z))(£1(z)+Af2(z))/(f1(z)+Af2(z))4 
~ ff(z)(f1(z)+3Af2(z))/(£1(z)+Af2(z))3 
Thus, by the dominated convergence theorem, we get 
and 
Similarly, the asymptotic conditional probability of randomization 
{or tie), given Z=z is 
which is exactly the square of the asymptotic conditional proba-
bility of randomization of the MNN rule. (Recall that the asymp-
totic conditional probability of randomization of the MNN rule 
When the training samples are drawn from-~ population which 
- 55 -
is a mixture of rrl and rr2 with prior probabilities s1 and 
; 2 , then A= s2l;1• If Pr{f1(z) > o. £1 is continuous at 
zlrr.) = 1, i, j = 1, 2, then the asymptotic risk of this rule 
J 
is 
{2.48) R(2) 
= J[~2£2(z)ff(z)(f1(z)+3Af2(z))/(f1(z)+Af2(z))3]dz 
+J[s1£1(z)f~(z)(f2(z)+3A2 f1(z))/(f1(z)+Af2(z))3]dz 
= J[~1s2~1(z)f2(z)/(~1£1(z)+s2£2(z))J[(si£i(z)+6~1s2£1(z) 
f2(z)+~~f~(z))/(s1f1(z)+~2f2(z)) 2 ]dz 
= J[;1~2£1(z)£2(z)/(~1£1(z)+t2£2(z))] {1+2[2s1~2£1(z) X 
£2(z)/(t1£1(z)+~2£2(z)) 2 ])dz 
Comparing R(2} with the asymptotic risk R (2.33) of the MNN 
rule, we have 
(2.49) R - R(2 ) 
= j[~l~2fl(z)f2(z)/(~lfl(z)+~2f2(z))][2-(~ifi(z)+6~1~2fl(z) 
x£2(z)+~~f2(z))/(~1£1(z)+;2£2(z))2 ]dz 
f 
= J[glg2f1(z)f2(z)/(~lfl(z)+s2f2(z))] [(~lfl(z)-s2f2(z)), 
(~1£1(z)+~2£2(z))2]dz ~ o. 
Namely, the asymptotic risk of the two-stage MNN rule is improved 
over that of the MNN rule unless s1£1(z) • ~2£2 (z) a.e. 
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Three-stage MNtfrule. 
We shall omit the details. Proceeding as before, we get 
(2.50) lim p(3) (z) 
n4X' nl,n2 
= (ff(z)+6Afi(z)£2(z)+14A2 fi(z)f~(z}+lOA3£i(z)f~(z) 
4 4 6 +A ff(z)f2(z))/(f1(z)+Af2(z)) , 
(2.51) lim Q( 3) (z) 
~ nl,n2 
= (A6f~(z}+&5£1(z)f~(z}+14A4£f(z}f~(z}+lOA3£i(z}f~(z} 
4 6 +l2 £1(z)f~(z))/(f1(z)+Af2(z)) , 
and the asymptotic conditional probability of randomization is 
(2.52) lim T(3) (z) 
~ nl,n2 
= 8l3fr(z)f~(z)/(£1(z)+lf2(z))
6
, 
which is the cube of the corresponding probability of the MNN rule. 
The asymptotic risk of the three-stage MNN rule is 
(2.53) R( 3) 
= J[~1~2£1(z)f2(z)/(g1£1(z)+~2£2(z))][(;~fi(z)+6~i~2fi(z)x 
£2 (z)+14~i~~fi(z)f~(z)+lO~fc~ff(z)fJ(z)+;1~~f1(z)f~(z) 
+s~f~(z)+6~1~~fl(z)f~(z)+14;f~~ff(z)f~(z) 
and 
- 57 -
+1~rs~fi(z)f~(z)+~is2fi(z)f2(z))/(glfl(z)+~2f2(z))5 ]dz 
= J[s1s2f1(z)f2(z)/(~1f1(z)+g2f2(z))][(sif~{z)+7~is2fi(z) 
f2(z)+24s~~~fi(z)f~(z)+24~f~~ff(z)f~(z)+7~1s~fl(z)f~(z} 
+;~f~(z))/(s1f1(z)+s2f2(z))5] 
= j[s1s2fl(z)f2(z)/(s1f1(z)+~2f2(z))J {1+[2s1s2f1(z)f2(z)/ 
<s1f1(z)+~2f2(z))5][;ifi(z)+7sf;2ff(z)f2(z)+7~1s~fl(z) 
f~(z)+s~f~(z)]}dz 
= Jrs1~2f1(z)f2(z)/(s1f1(z)+;2f2(z))] {1+[2s1s2f1(z)f2(z)/ 
(slfl(z)+~2f2(z))5][(~lfl(z)+s2£2(z))3+4~1;2fl(z)£2(z) X 
(;1£1(z)~2£2(z))]dz 
= J[s1s2f1(z)f2(z)/{s1f1(z)+~2f2(z))](l+2s1s2f1(z)£2(z)/ 
{~1f1(z)+E2f2(z))2+2[2s1s2f1(z)f2(z)/(;1f1(z)+ 
;2f2(z))2]2)dz 
(2.54) R(2)- R( 3) 
= J[~1s2fl(z)f (z)/(s1f1(z)+~2f2(z))]{2s1~2f1(z)f2(z)/ 
<~1f1(z)+~2f2(z))2 -2[2~1s2f1(z)f2(z)/(~lfl(z) 
+t2f2(z))]2)dz 
= J[s1s2f1(z)f2(z)/(~lfl(z)+s2f2(z))][2s1s2fl(z)f2(z)/ 
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<s1f1(z)+g2f2(z))2] [(~lfl(z)-~2f2(z))2/(~lfl(z) 
+s2f2(z))2]dz ~ o. 
We have computed the asymptotic risk for k = 4 and studied 
the results for different k. It appears that the asymptotic risk 
of the K-stage MNN rule is 
(2.55) R(k) 
and 
k-2 
= J[s1s2fl(z)f2(z)/(glfl(z)+g2f2(z)] { ~ [2~1s2f1(z)f2(z)/ 
j=O 
. j 
,~1f1(z)+s2f2(z))2] +2(2;1s2f1(z)f2(z)/{~lfl(z) 
+~2f2(z))2]k-l}dz 
(2.56) R(k) - R(k-l) 
= J[g1g2f1{z)t2(z)/(~1f1(z)+~2f2(z))J [2g1~2f1{z)f2(z)/ 
<s1f1(z)+g2f2(z))2]k-2 [{~lfl(z)-~2f2(z))2/(glfl(z) 
+,2£2(z))2 ]dz ~ O. 
Now we see that the asymptotic risk is reduced at every stage 
unless g1£1(z) = ~2£2(z), a.e., and the rate is decreasing, and 
the asymptotic conditional probability of randomization at the 
kth stage is 
- 59 -
Suppose we are trying to eliminate randomizati 0.1 at all, then 
the asymptotic risk is found from (2.55) to be 
The multi-stage MNN rule can reduce {or eliminate) randomi-
zation and reduce the asymptotic risk, but unfortunately the 
Bayes risk can not be attained by the rule asymptotically. 
2.4 The asymptotic conditional P't-K! of the MK -NN rule. 
n 
We shall obtain the asymptotic conditional PMC when 
k ./n-+ 0 as n -+ 00 • According to Lemma 2.7, we can assume 
n,1 
without loss of generality (with probability one) that U (the 
n 
k 1th left nearest neighbor of z) and V {the k 2th n, n n, 
right nearest neighbor of z) are well defined. To avoid 
, , 
I i 
i.j 
• i 
i..l 
w 
i 
\ i 
i,.d 
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u 
I I 
l..i 
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~ 
I 
i..i 
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randomization, we set 
Define 
k l + k 2 = 2k +1. n, n, n 
and 
n1-2 n2 j 
= nl(nl-1)( j )(2k -1-j)[Fl(v)-Fl(u)] 
n 
n -2-j 2k -1-j 
[1-(F1(v)-F1 (u)] 
1 [F2 (v)-F2(u)] n 
n2 -2k +l+j (1-(F2 (v)-F2(u))] n f1(u)f1 (v), 
n1-1 n2-1 j 
= nln2( j )(2k -1-j)[Fl(v)-Fl(u)) 
n 
0 1-l-j 2k -1-j (1-(F 1 (v )-F 1(u))] [F2 (v )-F2 (u)] n 
n2-2k +j [1-(F2(v)-F2(u))] n (£1{u)f2(v)+f1(v)f2(u)J, 
n1 n2-2 j 
= n2(n2-1)( j)(2k -1-j)(Fl(v)-Fl(u)] 
n 
n1-j 2k -1-j (1-(F1(v)-F1{u))] (F2(v)-F2(u)J n 
n -2k -l+j 
[1-(F2(v)-F2(u))] 2 n £2(u)f2(v), 
2k -1 
n 
(2.62) a 1 = ~ h1 (j ;n) n, j=k -1 
n 
- 61 -
k -2 
n 
b = ~h1(j;n), n,1 j=O 
2k -1 
n 
(2.63) an, 2 = ~ h2(j ;n), j=kn 
k -1 
n 
b = L;h2 (j;n), n,2 j=O 
2k -1 
n 
(2.64) a 
3 
= ~h3(j;n), n, j=k +l 
n 
k 
n 
b = ~ h3 (j ;n), n,3 j=O 
where a 1 (or b 1), n, n, a 2 {orb 2 ), a 3 (orb 3) n, n, n, n, are 
respectively proportional to the conditional probabilities of 
classifying z into rrl (or rr2) when both U and V are n n 
X observations, when only one of U and V is an X obser-
n n 
vation, when both U and V are Y observations, given Z=z, 
n n 
U =U, V =v. 
n n 
Let P (z;u,v) (or Q k (z;u,v)) be the condi-
01'02 nl,n2, n 
tional probability that MK -NN rule classifies the observation 
n 
z into rrl (or rr2), given Z=z, U =u, V =v. 
n n 
Then 
(2.65) P k (z;u,v) 
0 1'n2, n 
~ (a l+a 2+a 3)/(a l+a 2+a 3+b l+b 2+b 3) n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, n, 
a.s. 
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Lemma 2.9. Suppose that z is a continuous point of both fl 
and f2 with £1(z) > o, £2(z) > O. If k -) 00 and n 
k /n-) 0 as n-,00, and 0 < X < 00, then 
n 
0 if 18 > 1 
{2.66) plim a 1/b 1 = Il-fX> n, n, , i=l,2;3. 
00 if 18 < 1 
Proof. We shall prove for i = 1, and 18 < 1 since others 
are of the same type and can be similarly proved. Let 
y = k -1, and 
n n 
(2.67) a(u,v) 
then 
F1(u}-F1(u) 1-(F2(v)-F2(u)) 
= F2{v)-F2(u) • 1-(F1 (v)-F 1 (u)) 
a 
n,1 
-b-
n,l 
- 63 -
'V +1 
n n -2 ~ ( 1 ) ( n2 j 
= j=O Yn+j Yn+l-j)a {u,v) 
yn n -2 ~ ( 1 . ) ( n2 ) _ j j=l yn-J Yn+l+j a {u,v) 
yn+l 2y +l (nl-2-v )! (n2-v -1)! . 
_iJ <v :j >en -2-y ~j)! (n -y ~l+j)! aJ(u,v) 
_ J::0. n 1 n 2 n 
- Yn 2Y +l (n1-2-y )! (n2-v -1)! . 
_"D (y ~j )(n -2-Y :j)! (n -y ~1-j)! a-J(u,v) 
J=l n 1 n 2 n 
( ) P. -1 By Lemma 2.8, a u,v ~ 0 as n~ and kn/~ 0 as n ~ co. 
Suppose a(u,v) ~e-l as n~ ~. If 10 < 1, considering u,v as 
non-stochastic, there exists a constant c(l < c < 1/19) and a 
positive integer N such that for all n ~ N, we have 
(2.68) (nl-2-Vn)! (n2-Yn-1)! r aj(u,v) 
---=-~--:rT! I.... -""' - , .L.; \ 
> {[{n1-1-y -j)/(n2-y -l+j)]a{u,v)}j - n n 
2: {[(n1-2-2yn)/n2 Ja(u,v)}j 
> cj 
Similarly, 
(2.69) (nl-2-yn)! (n2-yn-1)! ~-j(u,v) 
< ([(n1-2-y0 +j)/(n2-y0 -j)] a(u,v))-j 
j=O,l, ••• ,{y +1) 
n 
j=l, ••• ,yn. 
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Hence for n > N , we have 
yn+l 2Y +1 . yn 2y +l j 
a 1/b 1 ~ 'B ( yn+. )cJ / ~ ( yn - . )c -
n, n, .-"' J • 1 J J=v n J= n 
Moreover, 
,r 2Yn ~ [(l+c)/~c] (l+c)/2, 
since c/l+c > ½ and 
Therefore for n > N 
2V 2y 
(2.7o)an,l/bn,l = [(l+c)/efc] n[{l+c)/2] ~ [(l+c)a/c] n 
The expression in the right hand side of (2.70) tends to~ as n..flO. 
Hence when l8 < 1 
plim a 1/b 1 = ~. n, n, 
n-,x, 
The proof is complete. 
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Theorem 2.2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.9, we have 
(2.71) lim P k (z) = lim(l-Q k (z)) 
n ,n n n 
n-,x, 1 2' n n-4X> 1' 2' n 
1 if l8 < 1 
= 
0 if 18 > 1 
Proof. plim P k {z;u,v) ~ nl ,n2, n 
= plim (a +a +a )/(a +a +a +b +b +b ) 
n,1 n,2 n,3 n,1 n,2 n,3 n,1 n,2 n,3 
3 
= plim ~ [a ./{a .+b . ) ][ (a .+b . )/(a 1+a 2+a 3 n-il» i=l n,1. n,1. n,i n,1. n,1 n, n, n, 
+b 1+b 2+b 3)] n, n, n, 
From Lemma 2. 9, we have 
plim a ./(a 1+b .) = n,1 n, n,1. 
D-flO 
Therefore, 
1 if A.8 < 1 
0 if 18 > 1 
i=l,2,3. 
i ,i 
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1 if xe < 1 
plim P k {z;u,v) = 
n-,o nl ,n2, n O if xe > 1. 
Thus, bythe Lebesque dominated convergence theorem, we get 
1 if 19 < 1 
In order to apply the result we need to assume that 
10+ 1 a.e. Furthermore, if the training samples are drawn from 
a population which is a mixture of rr1 and rr2 in the propor-
tion ~1 and s2 , (x = s2l~1 ) then the asymptotic risk of the 
MK -NN rule is 
n 
. ·' 
.. 
-
-
-
-
-
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CHAPTER 3 
ASYMPTCYrIC PMC WITH RATE OF SOME SPECIFIC 
RULES BASED ON U-STATISTICS 
3.0 Introduction 
Consider a random variable X which is distributed as F. 
1. 
in the population TT. ( i=O, 1,2). 
1. 
The problem is to decide between 
F o=F 1 and F 0=F 2 when it is known that F 1 and F 2 are 
differento 
Let !on =(x01 , o••, XOn) be n0 independent observations 0 0 
independent observations on X from the population rr1 , and 
~n =(x21 , ... , X2tl) be n2 independent observations on X 2 2 
from the population rr2. 
Define a function C as 
(3.1) c(u) = 
1 if u > 0 
0 if u < 0 
The Wilcoxon statistics w01 , w02 , w12 are then defined as 
follows: 
- 68 -
(3.2) WOl 
1 ~ c(xOi-xlj) ---
nonl 1Si~n0 
l~j~l 
W02 
1 ~ c(xoi-x2k) ---
n0n2 l~iSno 
1~2 
w12 
1 ~ c(xlj-x2k) ---
nln2 lSj~1 
1~~2 
Das Gupta (19E4) considers a classification rule which 
fw0 .-½I= min (w0 .-½(. Under slight 1 j=l,2 J 
restriction on the distribution functions that fF 1dF2> ½, 
Hudimoto (1964) also proposes a rule which is equivalent to 
classifying rr0 into ~l if (w01+w02-1) < O. (By symmetry, if 
Jr2dF1 > t is assumed, decide TT0=rr2 when (w01+w02-1) < o). 
When it is not certain that whether JF1dF2 > ½ or JF2dF1 > ½, 
Chanda and Lee (1975), modifying Hudimoto's rule, suggest a rule 
In this chapter, the asymptotic probabilities of misclassi-
fication of the three rules mentioned above are obtained together 
with the rate of convergence when n 1 and n 2 approach infinity 
with n O fixed. Also Hudimoto' s idea is applied to general 
classification problems. An example of a two-sided classification 
problem which utilizes the Lehmann statistic (Lehmann, 1951) is 
I I ~ 
i I 
.... 
... 
i 
-... 
• J 
.... 
-
... 
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given. The asymptotic PMC and an upper bound of PMC are shown 
for this specific example as well. 
3.1 Preliminaries. 
Suppose we have a U-statistic (see Fraser (1957), pp. 223-
224) defined by 
(3.3) u = u(x,._ ; x, ; ~rm ) 
-vuO -...nl """""C,1.1.2 
with 
Define 
m. < n., 
l. - l. 
i=0,1,2. 
Then U can be written as 
n n 
( ) ( 1)-1( 2)-1 3.5 U = ~ ~ 
. , 
- 10 -
which is also a U-statistic in X, and ~n 
-.L nl --c: n2 
considering 
XA as fixed. We define a function h (x11 , ••• ,x1 ; 
-vno cl,c2 cl 
x21 , •• o,x2c2
1~n
0
) by taking the conditional expectation of 
h(X11•···,x1ml;X21•···•x2m2l~no) given xll' • • • ,xlc
1
; 
x l' • • • ,x2c : 2 2 
(3.6) h (xll' 0 ••,x1 ;x21,•••,x2c) 
cl,c2 cl 2 
= e{h(xll'•••,Xlc
1
'Xlc
1
+r•••,Xln,_jX21' 00 •'X2c
2
' 
x2 +l' 0 ••,x2m l!on )) 
c2 2 0 
for c.=0,1, ••• ,m.; i=l,2. 
l. l. 
In particular, define 
(3.7) V(~On) = e{h( 
0 
Let 
f ~n )) 
0 
(3.8) ' (Xnn) = var[hc c (x11 , .•• ,X1 ;X21 , ••• ,X2 fXnn )] cl,c2 -v O 1' 2 cl c2 -v 0 
and 
(3.9) cr2 (~n) = 
0 
Cmf/n1)C1,o<~n
0
)+(~/n2)Co,1<~n
0
) 
i. - I I 
i 
~, 6-ll 
' I 
I I 
~ 
... 
.... 
--
... 
' r 
... 
.... 
i 
.... 
.... 
.... 
-
-
... 
~ 
li.i 
-
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I 
... 
....... 
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which can be expressed as 
where 
Therefore if lim N/n. 
l. 
written as 
exists, cr2 (~) 
0 
can asymptotically be 
is a function of ~ not depending on N. 
0 
Using the notation introduced above, we now give the follow-
ing proposition. 
Proposition 3.1 
probability one 
and 
If lim N/n. exists and assume that with 
l. 
l!oi )12 <co 
0 
(3.13) Ncr2(~) > 0 as N-+ co 
0 
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Then 
(3.14) Pr{U<O}~Pr{Y(XA )<o}+½Pr(Y(Xn )=O) as N ~~ 
-vno -vno 
Proof. Conditioning on XA , asymptotic normality theorems 
-.Jno 
(Hoeffding (1948), Lehmann (1951)) for U-statistics state that 
Combining with (3.11), we have 
Hence 
(3.17) Pr{U<o} = ePr{U<ol~ } 
~ 
since ~(~n) is positive with probability one. 
0 
Proposition 3.2 
(3.18) el£1 3 < ~, 
If lim Nin. exists and assume that 
1 
(3.19) elfl 2r < ~ for a positive r 
~ .. 
I i 
:.r .... 
! ; 
... 
I .I 
... 
I 
t.it 
... 
a , .. 
.... 
. .. 
. 
--
.. 
... 
-
.... 
.. 
... 
-
-
-
.... 
-
.. 
... 
... 
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-
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(3.20) for sufficiently small e > 0, Pr{)Y(1!on )I~ e) = O(e) 
0 
and 
(3.21) No2 (~)?: a> 0 as N ~ co 
0 
Then 
-r/(2r+l) 
(3.22) Pr(U<o} = Pr{Y(1!on }<o)+O(N ) as N-+ co 
0 
Proof. Conditioning on ~ and following the proof of 
0 
Theorem 3.l of Grams and Serfling (1973) with {3.21) we have 
. -r/(2r+l) 
(3.23) Pr{tJ<O)~) = ~(-Y(~ )/a(~ ))+N K(~) 
0 0 0 0 
as N--+co 
-r/(2r+l) 
= t(-MY(~ )q,(~ ) )+N K(~ ) as N ~ co 
0 0 0 
where K(~) is a function (independent of N) depending on 
0 
X through the 3rd and 2rth absolute moments of 
-ono 
(ho,1< . I~ )-Y(~ )) and (h1,o< ; ,~) 
' 0 0 0 
-Y(~ )). 
0 
Hence (3.18), (3.19), and (3.23) imply 
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-r/(2r+l) 
(3.24) Pr{U<o) = e~(-M'l'(~ )cp{~ ))+o(N ) as N ~ 00 
0 0 
Since ~(-r-r) = O(M-k) for any positive k as M ~ 00 we have 
for every e > 0, as N ~ oo , 
-M-1:e M-l+e 
(3o25) Pr(U<o} = j ..oo ~(-M'l'cp)dp('l'cp)+ j -l+st(-M'¼'cp)dp('l'cp) 
-M 
~ -r/(2r+l) 
+j 1(-MYcp)dp('l'cp)+O(N ) 
M -l+e 
1 -r/(2r+l) 
= Pr{'l'cp·~ ·M- +e)+O(N ) 
-l+e -r/(2r+l) 
= Pr{'l'cp<O)-Pr{-M <'Yep< O}+O(N ) 
-r/(2r+l) 
= Pr(Y(~ )<o)+O((M-l+e) )+o(N ) 
0 
-r/(2r+l) 
= Pr{'!'(~ )<o)+O(N ) 
0 
because e is arbitraryo 
Corollary 3o2 Assume that f has finite moments of all orders. 
If (3.20) and (3.21) hold, then for every e > 0 
(3.26) Pr{U<o} = Pr('l'{~n )<o)+o(N-1a+e) as N ~ oo 
0 
3.2 Asymptotic PMC's 
Let PN(D), PN(H), PN(c) be the probabilities of classify-
1 I 
I I 
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I I 
~ 
: I 
\ I 
...J 
i ' 
I ! 
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-
I j 
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, I 
.., 
I 
: ! 
-
! 
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.i 
j i 
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ing rr0 into rr1 for Das Gupta's rule, Hudimoto's rule, and 
Chanda and Lee's rule, respectively. Note that 1-P ( • ) is the 
.N 
Pl-£ if !on - F 1 and PN( •) is the PM:! if ~ - F • There-0 no 2 
fore, to study PMC, it is sufficient to study PN(•). 
If the conditions (3o20), (3o21) are assumed to be satisfied, 
and since the functions are all bounded (in fact between -1 and 1) 
the moments of all orders are finite. Moreover, the product of 
U-statistics is again a U-statistic. Then from Corollary 3.2 
we have, for every e > O, 
= Pr{(w01-w02)(w01+w02-1)<0} 
1 no 1 no 
= Pr{ [- ~ (Fl(Xo. )-F2(xo.)) ][- ~ (F1(Xo1.· )+ 
no i=l 1 1. no i=l 
= 
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no 
Pr{n 1 _1J (F 1 (x0i )+F2 (x0 .) )-l<o}+O(N-½t-e) 0 i=l 1 
if JF1dF2 > ½ 
no 
Pr{n1 ~ (Fl (XO. )+F2(xo. )-l>o)+O(N-½re) 
0 i=l 1 1 
if JF1dF2 < ½ 
as N ~ 00 
3.3 A general rule based on U-statistics and an example. 
We shall generally describe Hudimoto's idea. Suppose we 
have U-statistics v1 and v2 defined by 
1 ~ 
(3.32) V1=v1 (~o;X1nl)= to)(nl) l'.3:rl< •• • <am ~o 
m ml 0 
o l~I\ < ••• <13°1. Sn1 
£1(xen, ,o•o,Xao, ;X1~ , ••• ,x1~ ) 
1 mo 1 ~ 
~ 1 (3.33) v 2=" 2(~
0 
;x2n2 )= (no) C2) 
~ ~ 1~1< .. o<am ~°c) 0 
1<v1<· •• <y <n 
- m - 2 2 
£1(xao, , ••• ,x~ ;x2 , ••• ,x2 ) 1 m Y1 ym 
0 2 
such that for some 81 < e2 we have 
,. . 
! f 
ii .... 
I I 
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(3.34) e(v1f~ e rr1 ) = el' e(v21~ e rr1 ) = 02 0 0 
and 
(3.35) e(v11~ e TT2) = 92, 0 e(v2I~ e rr2 ) = e1 0 
Then the rule will be the one that classifies TT0 as TT1 if 
vl < v2 and rr2 if vl ~ v2. 
Let 
(3.36) 8 = 82-81, n = min(n0,nl,n2}, 
(3.37) f(Xo1•···,x~;x11•···•x1m1;x21•···•x2~) 
= f1(xo1•···,x0m ;x11'···,x1 )-f1(Xo1'···,x0m; 
0 ~ 0 
x21 • • • • ,x2~> • 
and 
(3.38) Un= Un(~n ;~n ;~n) = vl-v2 
0 1 2 
then 
1 
~ 
(3.39) Un= (no)(nl)(n2) 1~
1
< ••• <am S1'1o 
mo ml m2 o<n 
191< ••• <sml- 1 
l<yl<. • .<ym ~2 
- 2 
f(Xc», , ••• ,xao, ; 
1 mo 
x1a , ••• ,x1a ; 
1 ml 
X , • • • ,X2Y ) 
2Y1 m
2 
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and 
(3.40) e(u I~ e rr1) = -e, n 0 e(u lxA e rr2 ) = e n -vno 
Consequently, the rule is simply classifying rr0 into rr1 if 
if u > o. 
n-
Also U is again a U-statistic. 
n 
Regarding the asymptotic probabilities of misclassification 
as the sizes of the training samples tend to infinity, we shall 
refer to Proposition 3.l, Proposition 3.2, or Corollary 3.2. 
We now give applications of the above results to a specific 
example based on the Lehmann statistic (Lehmann (1951)). This 
example is constructed for general two-sided classification prob-
lems. Only continuity and distinctness of the distribution 
functions are assumed. 
We define the measure of discrepancy between two distribution 
functions F 1 and F 2 as 
Lehmann (1951) proves the following: 
Let x1 , x2 be independent random variables with distribu-
tion function F1 , and let Y1 , Y2 be independent random vari-
ables with distribution function F2 • We designate max(x1,x2 ) 
as Xl VX2 , and min(X1 ,X2 ) as x1 N<.2 • When {x1 ,x2 ) and 
' I w 
J 
I 
.... 
I I 
.... 
I 
... 
! I ~ 
I 
... 
I 
... 
I : 
l..i 
.. ,, 
-
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(Y1,Y2) are independent, Lehmann (1951) proves: 
Lemma 3.2 
From (3.42) we see immediately that 
Consider the statistics v1 and v2 
·1 (3.44) vl = --- ~ g(XI"\-. ,xn.... ;X10 ,X10 ) 
(no)(nl) 1~-- ~-- <n \,.\,,(1 \.AX ..,1 .., 2 2 ~l~~ 0 2 2 
1S31<a~1 
where 
1 if x1vx2 < Y1 AY2 
(3.46) g(Xl,x2;Yl,Y2) = or XlJ\X2 > YlVY2 
0 otherwise 
Define 
... 
- Bo -
{3.47) Un= v1-v2 
1 
- c;o)(~)(;2) l<a % <n.. (g(x0:li1'x0:y ;xl~ ,x1a) -
- 1 2- u 2 1 ~2 
1<i, q <n 
- 1 2- 1 g (X X • X ) ) 
l~y1<v~~ oa1' ea2' 2Y1'x2y2 
1 
c;o ><;1 )(;2) 
~ f(X X ·x l<a <a < c»' ' 0a ' lJ, ,Xlo ; 
- 1 2-0 0 1 2 1 ~2 
1S3tl3~nl X ) 
l~yl<y~n2 2Y1'x2Y2 
Then from Lemma 3.l and Lemma 3.2 we have 
(3.48) e(un1~
0 
e rr1) = -2.ll, e(unl~0 e rr2 ) = 2A 
Therefore, the rule is to classify rro into rrl or rr2 
according to U < 0 or U > O. Note that -1 < f < 1. And 
n n- - -
for given x01 , x02 , we have 
(3.49) e[f(xo1'x02;x11'x12;x21'x22>fxo1'x02] 
= Pr{Xo1vxo2 < x11AX12 or xo1AX02 > X11vx12fxo1'X02) 
- Pr(Xo1vxo2 < x21AX22 or xo1AX02 > x21vx22lxo1'x02) 
= [l-F1(Xo1VX02)]2+F12<xo1AX02)-[l-F2(Xo1vx02)]2-
F~(x01/\X02) 
1 
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Thus PN' the probability of classifying rr0 into rr1 , is found 
from Corollary 3.2. to be 
(3.50) PN = Pr(-1- ~ [ (1 .. F l (x()a VXOa ) )2 +Ff (xcn, ~~ )-
(~o) 1~1<a~n0 1 2 1 2 
(~-F2(XQQ, VX ))2-F~(XOo' l\X.Oa )] 
1 ~2 1 2 
1 
< O) + O(N-~e) 
for every e > O as N -. co 
3.4 Closing Remark 
Sen (196o), Hoeffding (1961), and Berk (1966) have the 
following lemma on the convergence of U-statistics. 
Lemma 3.3 As n ~ 00 , U converges almost surely to the para-n 
meter it estimates unbiasedly. 
The strong consistency of the rules mentioned above is then 
an immediate consequence • 
Utilizing Hoeffding's inequality for bounded U-statistics 
(Hoeffding (1963), p. 25), we obtain an upper bound of PMC of the 
rule, which is based on the Lehmann statistic. 
(3.51) PMC. < e-2[n/2]62 
J - j=l, 2 
where the subscript j indicates that the probability is calcula-
ted under the assumption that rro = rrj, and [x] denotes the 
largest integer less than or equal to x • 
.• 
... 
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CHAPTER 4 
SEQUENTIAL RULES 
4.0 Introduction 
In the first part of this chapter we shall consider sequen-
tial classification rules based on U-statistics with bounded 
kernels so that the sampling will terminate with probability one 
and the PMC's can be made smaller than any preassigned arbitrary 
positive constant. We have extracted the basic idea from the work 
by Hoeffding and Wolfowitz (1958) on distinguishability of sets of 
distributions. Later the notion of distinguishability was used by 
Das Gupta and Kinderman (1974) in the set-up for the classifica-
tion problems. Hoeffding and Wolfowitz (1958) introduced the 
minimum distance test procedure and studied the properties of 
this test using the available probability bounds on sample dis-
tance function. We shall introduce the minimum-U sequential rules 
and prove some properties of these rules by using the available 
probability inequality for U-statistics. 
In the second part of this chapter we shall consider some 
sequential rule.s when F1 = Np(µ1, E) and F2 = Np(µ2 , E). Fol-
lowing the idea of Chow and Robbins (1965) and Simons (1968), 
Srivastava (1973) proposed some sequential rules for the follow-
ing two cases: (i) µ.1-~ = 6 known but .1J is unknown. (ii) Both 
6 and ~ are unknown. For the case (i) Srivastava (1973) pro-
- 83 -
posed a sequential rule based on observations from rro and rrl 
and, given a he showed that the PMC's of this rule tend to 
values less than a as """-1 5 LJ 8 ~ o. Furthermore he modified 
his rule so that the prescribed errors can actually be achieved. 
He also proved the asymptotic efficiency of his rule. However 
Srivastava's proof is incomplete and suffers from a technical 
error. We shall present a more rigorous analysis of his rule 
' ' 
a.-' 
' i 
(not the modified one). Srivastava also proved that for his rule I.. 
in case (ii) the errors can be controlled arbitrarily as 
6 ·~ -le, -+ O. However his proof is entirely wrong and here we 
shall indicate his error. Unfortunately such an optimal result 
is not true in this case. 
4.1 Minimum-U seguential rules. 
As in Chapter 3, we want to decide between FO=Fl and 
FO=F2, and samples 
~' xl ' x are available from -n :.::f!n2 0 1 
populations rro, TT1' TT2, respectively. 
We shall study the problem in the following set-up. 
Consider U-statistics defined by 
-1 -1 
n 
= ( 0) 
m 
n ( 1) 
m 
(4.1) 
-1 -1 
n n 
= ( 0) ( 1) 
m m 
~ h(xaa , ••• ,xcn, ; 
1 m 
xl~ , ••• ,xl~ ) 
1 · m 
1J h(XOa , ••• ,XOct ; 
1 m 
x2 '· • • ,x2y ) 
'Yi m 
the 
' I ~ 
J 
.... 
' I 
...i 
. ,, 
... - 84 -
for m :Sn; n = min{n0 , n1 , n2), where the summation is over all 
possible combinations. Furthermore, assume that 
(4.2) 
where 8 > O. It is also assume that h is bounded; namely, 
there exist d1 and d2(-oo < d1 < d2 < ~) such that 
dl ~ h :S d2 • Then d1 ~ V 1 , V 2 ~ d2 • 
To illustrate the above set-up, consider (Hudimoto, 1964) 
,,. 
(4.3) P1 = (1/n0n1 ) ~ c(x0i-xlj) 
A 
P2 = (l/non2) ~ c(x2k-x0i) 
where c(x) = 1 x>O 
0 X :S 0 
Hudimoto (1964) showed that 
"' 
(4.4) 
e(P2l~noerr1> = i+K 
A 
e(P2,~n0err2) = ½, 
- ! 1 where 6 = F1cIF2- 2 > 0 (assuming F1 and F2 are distinct and 
continuous). 
For another illustration, consider 
-1 -1 
no nl 
(4•5 > P1 = <2 > <2 > ~ g{xoa ,xcn, ;x1a ,x1a > 
1 2 1 2 
n 
- = ( 0) p2 2 
-1 -1 
n 
( 2) 
2 
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where g is defined in (3.46). Then from Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 
3.2, we get 
(4.6) 
e(P11~ err1) = 1/3, 0 
e(P11~ err2) = 1/3+26, 0 
As before, we write U as 
n 
(4.7) 
-1 -1 
n 
(m2 ) E f(XOct , ••• ,xext ;x1~ , ••• ,x1~ ; 1 m 1 m 
x2y , ••• ,x2V ) , 
1 m 
Note that -a~ f ~ a; a= d2-d1 > O. 
In Chapter 3, we have considered the rule which classifies 
rt0 into Tl'l if Un< 0 and into Tf2 if Un::! O. From 
Hoeffding's inequality (1963, p. 25) for bounded U-statistics, 
we obtain an upper bound of PMC, which is given by 
,, , 
·., 
I 
1 i 
w 
-~ 
\ ·' 
I I ~ 
' 
.' ' 
' I I 
.... 
I 
' ; 
. ... 
'- .• 
. 
• 
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(4.8) exp(-[n/m]e2 /2a2 ), e > o. 
We shall consider two cases: (i) 01 is known but 8 is 
unknown. {ii) Both 01 and a are unknown. 
4.1.1 Minimum-U sequential rule .I: e1 known. 
Often e1 in (4.2) is a known constant as we have seen in 
(4.4) and (4.6) where 81 = ½ and 81 = l/3, respectively. 
Without loss of generality we shall assume e1 = o. Then we 
define a sequential rule as follows: 
that 
(4.9) 
First we choose a sequence 
co 
1Ja. < P 
i=l 1 
{a ) 
n 
of positive constants such 
and a sequence (Ci) of positive numbers such that 
(4.10) limC = O, and O <en< d2 for all n > 1. n'° n 
and a strictly increasing sequence (mi) of positive integers 
such that 
Put 
Take successive independent samples of sizes m1 , ~-m1, 
... . 
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I ' 
I i 
,, ~ 
__ ;; 
I 
! \ 
m3-m2 , •••• Continue sampling as long as 6i < Ci. Stop sampling ~ 
as soon as 
(4.13) cp = 
0 otherwise 
We classify rr0 into rr1 or rr2 according to cp = 1 or O. 
Hence the sample size is 
(4.14) N=m, t 
where t is the first integer i for which 6. > C •• 
1 - 1 
We shall denote this rule by (N, cp). Following the argu-
ment of Hoeffding and Wolfowitz (1958), we get the following 
results. 
Proposition 4.1. The rule (N, cp) terminates with probability 
one. 
Proof. It suffices to show that Pr{N < ~(rr0=rr1) = 1 since 
Pr{N < ~(rr0=rr2) can be similarly proved. 
(4.15) Pr{N > mjlrr0=rr1) = Pr(61 < Ci for 1 ::Si~ jfTr0=rr1) 
~ Pr{6j < Cj)Tr0=Tr1) 
'.:: Pr{V2(~j;~mj) < Cjjrr0=rr1) 
= Pr{-v2+e(v2 111'0=rr1) > e(v2 1TT0=rr1)-cjlrr0=11'1) 
= Pr{-v2+e > e-cj)rr0=rr1J 
\. t 
.-I 
1. : 
~ 
' ' 
.. . 
-
. 
,; 
.. 
'-
~ 
-
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Since Cj ~ 0 and 9 > 0 we have· 8-Cj > Cj for j suffi-
ciently large, and then, by H~effding's inequality for 
U-statistics, the right side of (4.15) is <exp(-[mj/m]C~/2a2 )<a. 
- J - J 
(see (4.11)). By (4.9), ~- ~ 0 as 
J 
j ~ m. Thus Pr (N>m. )--0 
J 
as j ~a,, which completes the proof. 
Proposition 4.2. Each of the PMC's of the rule (N, ~) is less 
than p. 
Proof. Since (N, ~) terminates we can write 
a, 
= ~ Pr{o. < C. for j < i, &i ~Ci, V1 :S V2 JTf0=t12) i=l l J 
< 1J Pr{V2 ~ Ci fTfo=1T2) 
by Hoeffding's inequality 
Similarly, 
Furthermore, if we choose the sequence {Dlt} suitably, the 
moment generating function of N will exist. 
Proposition 4.3. 
addition to (4.11)) 
If the sequence {m.) ls so chosen that (in 
1 
.. 89 -
{4.16) lim inf i-1(2m[mi/m]-m. 1) > 0, i~ 1.+ 
then for every 9 > O, there is a positive constant .t{8) such 
that e(exp(tN)lrr0=rri) < 00 for t ~ t(9), i=l,2. 
.. 
• 
' 
I 
'-
~ 
i I 
'-' 
Proof. We shall only prove that e(exp(tN)lrr0=rr1 ) < 00 • Since 
C .~ as j ~ 00 and 9 > 0, there exists a positive integer J 
J ~ 
such that 9-C. > 8/2 for j _2: J. Therefore, for all j _2: J, 
J 
due to (4.15) and Hoeffding's inequality, we have 
= exp(-[m./m]a2 /8a.2 ) J . 
Now for any real t, 
C0 
e(exp( tN)) Tfo=rr l )= _-r, exp( tm. )Pr (N::;:mj ITro=rf 1) 
J=l J 
00 
:S exp(tm.. )+ L) exp( tm. 1 ) Pr(N > m. JTT0=rr1) L j=l J+ J 
Thus, from (4.17), e(exp(tN)JIT0=rr1) < 00 if the series 
00 
!} exp{tmj+l)exp(-[m./m] e2/8a2 ) converges. Since 8 > 0 and m j=l J 
is a positive integer, let t(9) = if!,/16ma2 > O. If t :5 t(8), 
then 
tmj+1-[m./m]82 /8a2 < -(92 /16ma2 ){2[m./m]-m. 1) J - J J+ 
I 
\ I 
~ 
I ' 
~ 
00 W 
so that the series ~ exp(tmj 1)exp(-[m./m]92 /8a2 ) converges due j=l + J 
to (4 .16). The proof is complete. ~ 
1. ' 
~ 
. .• 
-
,· 
-
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Remark. If, for a given p > O, we choose 
_J:_ 
Cj = dj 2 , here O < d < d2 , then 
m. ~ 2m(a2 /d2 ){j2 log2+jlog{l/p)). Therefore the conditions {4.11) 
J 
and (4.16) hold, so the moment generating function of N exists. 
4.1.2 Minimum-U sequential rule II: a1 unknown. 
Define the sequences (ai), {Ci), {mi) as before and put 
(4.18) ~- = lv1(Xf'\- ;!_1 )-v2(~ ;~o )I 
1. -vw. mi • -.oc;m. 1. l. ]. 
Take samples of sizes m1, m2-m1, m3-m2 , •o•, where mi's are 
defined as in (4.11) Continue sampling as long as 61 < c1 • 
Stop sampling as soon as ~i ~ Ci and apply the terminal rule ~ 
(see (4.13)). The sample size is given by 
{4.19) N' 
where t 
rule by 
=m, 
t 
is the first integer for w~ich ~i > C .• We denote this 
- l. 
(N'' cp). 
Proposition 4.1' The rule (N', cp) terminates with probability 
one. 
Proof. We shall only show Pr{N < 00 ftr0:::TT1) = 1. 
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(4.20) Pr(N > mjjIT0=rr1) = Pr(6i > Ci for 1 ~ i ~ jfrr0=rr1) 
~ Pr(6j < cjjrr0=rr1) 
= Pr{ lv1 (~ ;X, )-v (x(L_ ;~n ) j < C. ITTo=rr1) 
. ~m. 2 ~. ~m. J J J J J 
= Pr(v1-v2<cj, v1>v2 (rr0=TT1}+Pr{v2-v1<cj, v2>v1 frr0=rr1} 
~ Pr(V1-v2 > O(TT0=TT1)+Pr(V1-v2 >-cj(TT0=rr1) 
= Pr(V1-v2+0 > 8ITT0=rr1J+Pr{V1-v2+0 > 9-Cj fTr0=TT1) 
~ 2Pr{V1-v2+8 > Cj) 
f~r j sufficiently large. By following the exactly same argu-
ment as in Proposition 4.1, the right side of (4.20) tends to 
zero as j-+ ~. The proof is complete. 
Proposition 4.2' Each of the PMC's of the rule (N', ~) is 
less than P. 
Proof. Since (N', ~) terminates we can write 
PMC2 = e(~frr0=rr2) 
00 
= E Pr{Aj < cj for j < i, A1 ~Ci, v1 ~ v2 flT0=TT1} i=l 
< E Pr{v2-v1 ~ cif rr0=rr2) 
= ~ Pr{V 2-V1+8 ~ 8-f-C1l1To=TT2l 
= E Pr(V2-v1+8 ~ Ci frro=rr2) 
< ~ exp(-[mi/m]Cf /2a2 ) ~ ~ ai ~ p. 
• 
-
. I 
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Similarly, 
In exactly the same way, we can prove that the moment 
generating function of N' exists , if the sequence (m) is 
1 
chosen suitably. 
4.2. Sequential rules for classification into one Qf two 
multivariate nonnal populations. 
For convenience, we shall follow Srivastava's notations. The 
problem is to classify Np(µ0 , E) into one of Np(µ1 , ~) and 
Np(~,~). When all the parameters are known and a sample of 
size n is taken from rr0 the minimax rule is to classify 
rro into rrl or ~2 according as 
where x0 is the sample mean. The two PMC's given by e12 and 
e21 , are equal and their common value is given by 
. 
¼ (4 .22) e12 = e21 = 1-t ( in'·D), 
where t(x) = Jx(211)-½exp(-½y2)dy, 
JJO 
To contxol probabilities of misclassification, Srivastava 
(1973) proposed sequential rules in the following two cases: 
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Case I. 6 is known but iJ is unknown. 
In this case we need to sample only from one of two popula-
tions, rrl and rr2, which, without loss of generality, may be 
taken to be rr1 • Given a, let i(a) = 1-a. Define 
n 
(4.23) nX. in = ~xi.' j=l J i=O' 1. 
and 
1 n 
(4.24) mS L} ~ (xi.-x. )(x .. -x. )', m = 2(n-l), = •_r-. • 1 J in l.J in m i=v J= 
where (Xij} is a sequence of mutually independent random 
p-vector from 
is defined by 
N (µ., L), p ]. i=0,1. Then a stopping variable N 
(4.25) N = the smallest integer n(~ n0 ) such that 
where 2n0 ~ p+2. When sampling is stopped at N=n, classify 
rro into rrl or rr2 according as 
Define 
nY. = in 
n 
~Y •• 
. 1 1J J= 
mS* = t f (Yij-Yi HY .. -"¥. >, = E -½cmS > rr½. 
m i=O j=l n l.J in m 
I I 
w 
I 
~ 
I 
~ 
-
I I 
i 
--
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Then 
k 
where 6* = 2T2 &. Note that mS* is distributed as W {m,I). 
m P 
Now we shall obtain some asymptotic properties of this 
sequential rule as D-+ 0 (or 6*-+ O). From (4.25) and (4.28), 
or 
N = N{6*) = the smallest n.~ n0 such that 
n > 8a2 /6*'s-1&* 
- m 
Since for &* + 0, 
From (4 .29) and Lemma 1. of Chow and Robb ins ( 1965) , we have the 
following. 
Lemma 4.1. (i) N -+~ a.s. as &*-+ O. 
(ii) N/(8a2 /6*'6*) ~ 1 a.s. as 6*-+ O. 
Note that the rule is now studied in terms of Y1j's and 
the a.s. convergence as 6*-+ 0 is meaningful (contrary to 
Srivastava's development). 
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Lennna 4.2. (Asymptotic efficiency) lim eN/(8a2 /o*'8*) = 1 
,6*-() 
. Proof. It is enough to show that (No*' 6*} 6*, o* > 0 · is 
uniformly integrable. According to a result of Bickel and 
Yahav (Lemma 3.2, 1968), it is sufficient to prove that 
CX) 
~ Sup Pr(No*' 6* > k) < oo for some e > o. Now, for 
k=l o<o* I 6*<e 
O < 6*' 6* < e 
Pr(N6*'6* > k} = Pr{N > k/6*'6*} 
:::: Pr{N > k{6*)), where k(6*) = [k/6*'6*] 
:::: Pr(k(o*) < 8a2/6*'Sf-l6*}, where f = 2(k(6*)-1) 
= Pr(6*'6*/6*'(fSf)-16* > f6*'6*k(6*)/8a2} 
< (64a4/k2(6*)(6*'6*)2).e(x2 )2/f2 
- f-p+l ' 
< (64a4/(k-6*'8*)2)•(f-p+l)(f-p+3)/£2 
::: 64a4/(k-e) 2 
for e sufficiently small. 
Hence 
co 
~ Sup Pr{No*' 6* > k} < co, 
k=l O<&*' 6*<e 
which completes the proof. 
Theorem 4.1. lim e12 = lim e21 = a. 6~ 6~ 
I 
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Proof. We shall only prove for e12• Let M = 2(N-1), we have 
( ) ( I )½,- - ) , -1 l.( / )¼ , -1 f 4.31 e12 = Pr( N 2 X0N-XlN SM 6 < -2 N 2 6 SM 6 TT0=11'1) 
)½(- - ) I -1 /( I -1"' -1 )½ = Pr( (N/2 XON-xlN SM 6 6 SM u SM 6 
< -½(N / 2) ½ o 's; 1 e, / (o's;~ s; 1 a) ½1rrO=11'11 
= 1-e,[(N/8)½6*'s~-10*/(8*'s&-2 6*)'1 
= l-eA[a•(N/8a2 /6*' 6*) )½ •( 6* 1S~-l&*/0*' 6*) • 
- )1 (&*'6*/6*S~ 2 6* 2 ] 
Now for any ort.hogonal matrix L we can write 
(4.32) &*'Sa-2 6* = &*L'LS~-lL 1LS~-lL'L6* 
= (L&*)'A-lA-l(L6*), A = LS*-lL'. 
m 
1 
If we choose L with first row as &*'/(&*'6*)2 , then 
(4.33) &*'S~-2 6* = &*'&*(first row of A-1)(first column of A-1) 
Therefore, 
Since 
Hence 
&*'S*-2 &*/&*'&* = (first column of A-1)(first column of M 
MA -W (M,I), p 
A-1) 
A -+ I a.s. p as &*-+ O 
&*'S*-2 6*/&*'&*-+ 1 a.s. as &*-+ O. M 
97 -
Also we have seen from (4.30) and Lemma 4.1 that 
N/(8a2 /6*'o*) .+ 1 and 6*'S~-l6*/6*'o* ~ 1 a.s. 
By the dominated convergence theorem, from (4.31) 
lim e12 = 1-i(a) = a. 6*'-K) 
Case II. Both & and ~ are unknown. 
as o* ~ o. 
we have 
Now sampling is carried out sequentially from rr2 as well. 
Let 
2 n 
~ ~ ( - )( - ) ' = i.-1 L.J X •. --X. X •• --X. , 
•_A • 1 iJ in iJ in 1-v J= 
n 
t = 3(n-l), 
where nXn = ~ x2 .• Then the sampling rule is c.n j=l J 
(4.35) N' = the smallest integer n(~ n0 ) such that 
n > 6a2 /6 'wt-10; 
- n n 
where 6 = x1 -x2 • When the sampling is stopped at N
1 
= n, 
n n n 
classify rro into rrl or rr2 according as 
Let 
t , 
-
' I 
"""' 
I 
._ 
---
I 
.,,. 
I 
I ' w 
' I 
..J 
-
\ ! 
. , 
-
-
(4.37) z .. = E91(xi.-µ,i), 1J J 
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nZ. 
in 
2 n ~ 
tW* = ~ ~ (z .. -z. )(z.j-z. ) 1 = D'"½{tWt) lj ~, 
t i=O j=l iJ in 1 in 
6* = z -z = "E""icx -x >-~½cµ,1 -µ, > = rr½& -o* n ln 2n ln 2~ · 2 n 
Then 
= (u/v)(t/(n/2)), 
where U and V are mutually independent and 
U -~((n/2)&*'6*), V -x2 (see Anderson Theorem 5.2.2, 
·11 t-p+l 
p. 106, 1958). 
Note that U/V is stochastically larger than ~/v. There-
fore, if we define 
N* = the first n(~ n0 ) such that 
n 2: 6a2 /[{~/v)(t/(n/2))], 
then N* is stochastically larger than N', and N* is inde-
pendent of 6*. It is clear that there is positive probability 
that N* is finite. Hence it is not true that 
lim N' = ~ a.s., 
&*~ 
which is the error in Srivastava's argument. 
wl ·" 
" ,. 
., 
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APPENDIX 
DERIVATIONS TO OBTAIN A TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSION OF THE 
FUNCTION e'f ( ) 
Let 
(A.1) ~2(x,y;r) = (1/2TT) (l-r2)-½e-½(x2-2rxy+y2)/(1-r2) frl < I 
00 00 
(A.2) Y{u,v;r) = J J ~2(x,y;r)dxdy. 
vu 
Then 
m (A.3) oY/au = -J (1/211') (1-r2)-½e-½{u2 -2ruy+y2 )/(1-r2 ) V dy. 
2 
.rmc / ) ( -½-½(y-2ruy+u2r2+u2(1-r2))/(1-r2) 
= J 1 2rr 1-r2 ) e V dy 
m 
= -J (2l1'(1-r2))-½e-½(y-ur)2/(1-r2) +t'-12 V (2f1') e dy 
= -cp1(u)[l-t1((v-ur)/(1-r2)½)] 
where 
(A.4) ~l(u) = (2rr)-½e+2 
u 
(A.5) t 1(u) = J ~1(x)dx 
..00 
Similarly, 
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. J:. (A.6) cJ'!l'?N = -~1(v)[l-~1({u-vr)/(1-r2 ) 2 )] 
and for o < Jrl < 1 
00 00 
(A.7) o'f/or =j j o/or(~2(x,y;r))dxdy 
VU 
00 00 
= J J o2 /axoy(~2(x,y;r))dxdy 
VU 
= ~2(u,v;r) 
1 (A.8) o2.vf/ou2 = o/ou(-<p1(u)[l-t1((v-ur)/(1-r2 )-Z)]) 
J.. . 
= (1-i1((v-ur)/(1-r2 ) 2 ))~1(u)u-+<p1(u)q,1((v-ur)/ 
(1-r2 )) (-r/(1-r2 )½) 
~ . 
= ~1(u)[-~1((v-ur)/(1-r2 )½+u(l-t1((v-ur)/(1-r 2 )½))] 
• ,1.. (A.9) 02.vf /ov2 = c,c,1 (v )[-q,1 ({u-vr)/(1-r2 ) 2 )r /(1-r2 ) 2+v(l-t1 ( (u-vr)/ 
(1-r2)))] 
(A.10) o2Y/ar2 = o/or(q,2(u,v;r)) = oa/ovou{~2(v,u;r)) 
= o/ov(-~2(u,v;r)(u-vr)/(1-r2 )) 
= ~2{v,v;r)[r+{u-vr)(v-u~)/(1-r2)]/(1-r2) 
'1 ! 
~r --i 
.. 
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1 I 
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(A.11) o2V/ovou = ~1(u)~1((v-ur)/(1-r2 ) 2 )/(1-r2 )½ 
(A.12) o2'f/orou = ~1(u)~1((v-ur)/(1-r2 )½){-u+Vr)/(1-r2 )3/2 
A ~ (A.13) o2~/ouov = ~1(v)~1((u-vr)/(1-r2) 2 )/(1-r2 )~ 
(A.14) 02!'/orov = ~1(v)~1((u-vr)/(1-r2 )½)(-u+vr)/(1-r2 )3/2 
(A.15) o~/ouor = -~2 (u,v;r){u-vr)/(1-r 2 ) 
(A.16) o2'f/ovor = -~2 (u,v;r)(v-ur)/(1-r2 ) 
Then (as Taylor Series expansion) for real a, b, and 
we have 
IP I < 1 
(A.17) Y(u,v;r} = V(a,b;p)+[-q,1(a)(l-t1[{b-ap)/(1-p 2 )½)}J(u-a) 
1.. 
+[-q,1(b)(l-t1((a-bp)/(1-p2 ) 2 ))J(v-b)-t<p2(a,b;p)x 
( r-p )+ffl)1 (a)[ -cp1 ( (b-ap )/(1-p 2 )½)p/(1-p2)½ 
+a(l-t1 ( (b-ap )/(1-p 2 )')) ]{u-a)2 +ffl)1 (b}x 
[ -cp1 ( (a-bp) / (1-p 2 )½)p / { l-p2 )½+b( 1-11 { (a-bp} / 
(1-p 2 l)) J(v-b)2 -i½J,2(a,b;p) [p+(a-bp )(b-ap )/ 
(l-p 2 }](r-p)2 /(1-p 2 }+½(~1(a)~1((b-ap)/(1-p 2 )½) 
- lQP. -
+<p1(b)~1((a-bp)/(1-p2)½)] {u-a)(v-b)/(1-p2)½ 
+½r~l(a)~l((b-ap)/(1-p2)½){-a+bp)/(1-p2)3/2_ 
~2(a,b;p) {a-b~)/(1-p2)](u-a)(r-p)+½[~1(b) 
1. 3/2 
~1((a-bp)/(1-p2)2 )(-b+ap)/(1-p2) -~2(a,b;p)x 
{b-ap) / { l-p2) ]( v-b) (r-p )+R 
where R is a remainder term. Simplifying (A.17) we have 
. 1 {A.18) Y{u,v;r) = Y(a,b;p)+<p1(a)[l-t1((b-ap)/(1-p2)2 ] [½a(u-~)2-
{u-a)]-kp1(b)[l-t1((a-bp)/(1-p2)½](½b(v-b)2-
l. 
(v-b) ]-f-<p1 (a)~1 ( (b-ap )/(1-p2)2 ) (-~ {u-a)2+½{u-a)x 
~ (v-b)+½(a-bp)(u-a)(r-p)/(1-p2)]/(1-p2)2+cp1(b)x 
~1((a-bp)/(1-p2)½) [-½P(v-b)2+½(u-a)(v-b)-
1,. 
½(b-ap )( v-b) {r-P )/ (1-p 2 )] I ( 1-p 2 ) 2+q>2 (a, b;p )x 
[ (r-p )+½(r-p )2 (p+(a-bp ){b-ap )/(1-p2))/{1-p2) 
-½(a-bp ( u-a) (r-p) / (l-p 2 )-½(b-ap) ( v-b) (r -p) / 
(1-p 2 ) ]+R 
., ~ 
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For a= 1!'1'½22' b = ½(a 22-cr 33)i(a 22-1<1' 33-2a 23)½, 
1.. 
p = ((J 22--Q' 23)/([a 22{a. 22-tO' 33-2(J·23)J 2 alld Jp) < 1 
we have 
(A.l9) (b-ap)/(l-p 2 )½ = ~½22(a 23-a 33)/(a 22a 33-a223)½ 
1 
(A.20) (a-bp)/(l-p 2 )~ = ½(2a.22a 33-a 22a 23-a 33a 23)/ 
~ 
[(a 22+a 33-2a 23)(a .22a 33-a223)] 2 
1 ½ ½ ~ (A.21 ) (l-p 2 )~ = a 22Ca 22-f-Ct 33-~ 23) /(a 22a 33-a223) 2 
(A.22) p/(l-p2 )½ = (a 22-01 23)/(a .22a 33-a223)½ 
(A.23) (b-ap)/(l-P2 ) = 1P 22(a 22-ta 33-2a .23)½(a 23-or -33)/ 
(a 22c:J 33-a2 23) 
(A.24) (a-bp)/(l-p2 ) = fP122(2a 22a 33-a 22a 23-a 33a 23)/ 
(a .2'2.a 33-a~23) 
(A.25) (a-bp)(b-ap)/(l-P 2 ) = (it4)a½22(a 23-a133)(2a 22a 33 
-a 22a .23-a .33a_23)/{a_22-+C/ .33 
-2a_23)½(a 22a 33-a223) 
-1Q4 -
(A.26) (p+(a-bp )(b-ap )/(1-p 2 )) 
Next we are going to compute some expectations. 
Consider the matrix V defined by 
(A.27) (1/ m)A = I+(l/m½)v, where A - W (I,m) · 
. p 
and for fixed ~2 , ~3 
we define 
Lenma A.1 ev2 = (p+l)I 
Proof. By definition of V, 
Ja. 
V = m2 ((1/m)A-I) 
m 
We can write A as A = ~ z. z~, 
. 1 1. ]. 1.= 
where 
independently distributed as N (O,I). p 
Then 
z!s 
l. 
are identically 
• . . 
• "", . 
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m m . m· 
... A2 = ( ~ z.z1')( lJ zjz!) = ~ z.z!zizi'+ ~ z.z!zjz! i=l 1 j=l J i=l 1 1 itj 1 1 J 
... U.2 = m(p+2)I+m(m-l)I = m(m+p+l)I 
.. ev2 = (1/m}(m(m+p+l)I-2m2 I+m2 I) 
-
= (p+l)I 
--
Lemma A.2 (i) e('l'}~VT)2)2 = 2(1l~1l2)2 = 2o-222 
.... (ii) e(1'}3V1'}3)2 = 2o-233 
.. Proof. By definition, 
-
V = (1/m½){A-ml) 
-
(1l~V1'}2 ) 2 = (1/m)(~A1'}2-m1l~\)2 
~ 
= (1/m)(~1l2)2(1l~A1l2/1'}~1'}2-m)2 
'-
Since ~A1'}2 /1'}~1'}2 -x
2 m we have 
-
e(1'} 1tr'n ) 2 = (1/m}(1l'1l )2 •2m = 2(1'}'1'} )2 = 2a2 2YI~ 2 2 . 2 2 22 
..., Lemma A.3 efl~Vl121l3V1l3 = 2(1'}~1'}3)2 = 2a223 
._. Proof. We can express 1'}3 as 
-
113 = k1'}2+e 
-
... 
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where kn2 is the orthogonal projection of ~3 on ~(~2), the 
space generated by n2' and e is the perpendicular of n3 with 
respect to ~{n2). The coefficient k is known as ~n3Jn~~2 • 
Then 
(A.29) n~vn2n;vn3 = n~Vll2 (kn2+e)'(kn2+e) 
= k2 (~~vn2 )
2+2kn~vn2n;ve+n~vnee'Ve 
.J.. 
Now V = (1/m2 )(A-mI), A - W (I,m). p 
Since n2 and e are mutually orthogonal we can choose an or-
· 1 
thogonal matrix L with first row as n;/(n~n2 )
2
, second raw 
1 
as e'/(e'e)2 , and define A* as 
A*= LAL', A* is again distributed as W (I,m). p 
(1,l)th, (1,2)th, (2,2)th elements of A* are 
h (A.30) af1 = n~A~2/(n~n2), af2 = n~Ae/[n~n2e'e] 2 , 
a~2 = e'Ae/(e'e) 
af1 and a~2 are independent because 
~~V112 and e'Ve. Consequently, 
en~V112e 'Ve = O. 
Furthermore, we can write 
m m 
A* - W (I,m). p 
Then the 
Therefore 
2 !1 = f.;1zf1• 2 !2 = i~lzilzi2' where Z •• 's 1.J are 
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identically independently distributed as N(0,1), i = 1, ••• , m, 
j = 1,2, •••• 
m m m 
af1af2 = (_~1zf1H.~1zilzi2) = _lJ1zi1zi2+.f_zf1zjlzj2 1= 1= 1= irJ 
ear1af2 = 0, which entails eT}~AT}2Tl~Ae = O. Hence 
1 1 
(A.31) ~~V112T}~Ve = eT1~((1/m2 )(A-mI))T}2Tl~((l/m~)(A-mI))e 
= (1/m)e(11~A112Tl~Ae-mll~112Tl~Ae) 
=0 
because l!.A = I, and T}~e = O. Thus from (A.29), we have 
e11'V1l Tl'VTI = k2 e(T}'V11 )2 = k2 2(11'Tl )2 = (11'Tl /71'11 )2 • 2 2 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 
2c~·n )2 = 2(Tl'Tl )2 = 2a2 112 2 2 3 23 
Lemma A.4 (i) e:Tl~V112Tl~Vll3 = 2(T}~Tl2)(T}~Tl3) = 20' 22a .23 
(ii) eTl~V113Tl3VTl3 = 2(T}~T}3)(~;1l3) = 2a 33a 23 
Proof. As in Leanna A.3 we can write 
Tl~V112Tl~V113 = Tl~V112Tl~V(k112+e) = k(Tl~VTl2 )2 +11~VTl~11;ve 
eTl~VTl2Tl~VTl3 = k•2(Tl~112 )
2
+0 = (Tl~Tl3l11~112 ) 2(Tl~T}2 )
2 
LetIUlla A.5 
Proof. 
and 
Hence 
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= 2(11~112)(11~~3) = 2a 22a 23 
e(11~v~3)2 = (11~113)2+(11~112)(113113) = a223-t-a 22a 33 
(11;V11 3)2 = [~~V(k112:e)]2 = (k11;v112+~;ve) 2 
= k2 (~~V'J12)
2 +2kil~~2il~Ve+(T}~Ve)
2 
.l,_ J.. 
~'Ve= m~11'(A-mI)e = m-2il'Ae 2 2 2 
_i 1 1 
= m 2 a* (il'~ )2(e'e)2 12 2 2 (see A. 30) 
1 1 1 m . 
= m2 (112'112 )2 (e'e)2 ( ~ z. 1z. 2 ), z .. -N(O.l) . 1 1. 1. 1.J l.= 
e'e = (~3-k112 )'(113-kil2) = 113113-(11~-113)2 /il~Tl2 
m 
e(~~ve)2 = (1/m)~~2<~3~3-~~~3/~~~)e(t1zf1zf2+ 
Thus 
E z z. z z ) 
itj il_ 1.2 jl j2 
= 11~112 (113'Tl3-(Tl~Tl3 )2 /11~112) = 11~112 Tl~113-(l1~il3 )2 
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ec~·v~ )2 = k2 e(~'vn )2 +e(~'ve) 2 2 3 2 2 2 
= (~~~3,~~~2>2 2<~~~2>2 +~~~~3~3-(~~~3)2 
= ~~~2~;~3+(~~~3~2 = a2 23+a .22a .33 
From the above lemmas and the fact that Y1 ,Y2 ,Y3, 
are independent and Yi -Np(O,(m/n)I) i = 1, 2, 3 ••• , 
and V 
ev = o • 
Then for sufficiently large m, n and min~ 3, we are now 
able to compute the expectations of· the functions defined in 
Chapter One. 
1 J....,½ -i (A.32) en(Y1,Y2,v) = -ra(p-1)("2Y 22+3a 22) 
(A.33) eG(Y2,Y3,v) = -½(p-l)(a 22-a 33)(a 22-ta 33-2<:Y 23)-½ x 
(i+3/{a 22+a 33-2a 23)) 
..J;. (A.34) eK(Y1,Y2,Y3,v) = {a 22 (a _22....a 33-~ 23)) 2 [3(p-2)-3(p-l)x 
(a .22-a 23)/a 22-3(~-l)(a 22~~ 23)/ 
(a 22-f-O' 33-2a 23>-2(a_22-a .23)+ 
(a .22-a .23>2 ( 3+2(a .22-a .23))/ · 
(a_22<~ .22-ta 33-2a 23))] 
- 110 -
(A.35) ec2 (Y1,Y2) = 3/2 
(A.3G) eE'2 (Y1,Y2,v) = [(a 22a 33-o- .23)2 +3(a .22-+a 33))/ 
(a 22+a 33-~a 23)-(3l2 )(a 22-a 33)2 / 
(Ct -f-0' -20· ) 2 
.22 _33 .23 
(A.37) eH2(y1,Y2,Y3,v) = 2[-4(a 22-ct223}-3(a .. 22-ct. 23) 
- 3(a 22-a 23)~/a 22-3(a 22-a .23)2 / 
(a 22+a 33-2a 23)+3(0' .. 22-f<k' 33-2Ct .23) 
+30' .22+20' .22 (et 22-f-Q' 33-2et .. 23) 
-
2 (a 22-a 23)3(3+2(a 22-a .23))/ 
(O' 22(a_22~ 33-2a .23))]/(~ 22 
(a. 22-ta .33-20' 23)) 
(A.38) ec(Yl,Y2)F(Y2,Y3,v) = (3/4)[2a 22-(Q' .22-Q' -33)(~ .22-~ 23)/ 
(a 22+a 33 -20'. 23) ]/(0' 22 . 
( . ½ a 22-ra 33-20' .23)] 
~- . 
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(A.39) ec(Y1,Y2)H(Y1,Y2,Y3,v) = (3/2)(a .. 22a .33-Q'~23)/ 
( ) 3/2 [~ .22 a .22+a .33-20: .23] 
(A.40) eF(Y2,Y3,v)H(Y1,Y2,Y3,v) . 
= ½(a .22a·_33-~ 23){lla .22+5<Y .33-1ia ... 23)/[or~~~(a. 22a -33 
-~ 23>21 
(A.41) eD*(Y1,Y2 ) = (1/8)(2p+l)ai22+3(p-l)/2a~22 
(A.42) e.G*(Yl,Y2,Y3,v) = (a 22-0t .33)[-{2p+l)/8-(3/2)(p-l)/ 
½ (a 22+a 33-20' .23) ]/(a .2240· .33-2a .23)~ 
(A.43) eK*(Y1,Y2,Y3,V) = [a .22<0 .22-+a 33-20' 23)]-i[-l2-3(p-l) X 
(a .22-a 23)/(~ .2240' .33-20' .23)-
(3(p-l)(~ .22-a .23)+fu 23)/a .22+ 
(a .22-a 23) 2 (a 22-a 23+6)/[a 22 
(a .22-IO' -33-2a .23)]] 
(A.44) e[C*(Yl,Y2,V)]2 = a.22/8+3/2 
- 112 
(A.45) e[F*(Yl,Y2,v)]2 = [(o· .22-a .33)2+8(CY._22Q' .33-Q'~23) 
+4B(o- .22~· .. 33-a:.23)]/B(a ·.22~ 33-20i. 23) 
-
3( a 22 -:a -33 )2 / 2(a .22 +ct .33-2a~ .23 )2 
(A.46) e[H*(Yl,Y2,Y3,V)]2 = [-(a .22-a_23)2+6(a 33+6' 23)-€J:i223' 
a. 22-6(Ci.22-<r 23)2/(a 22-t<l'. 33-20' .23) 
+(a .22-a 23)2(a .22-<r. 23+6)/(a 22 x 
(a .22-+0' 33-2a .23))]/a 22(Ci 22-+a .33 
-2a. 23) 
(A.47) ec*(Y1,Y2,V)F*(Y1,Y2,Y3,v) 
= -[2{~22-a223)+l2(2a 224 .23)+(a .22-a· .33)(a .22-a .23) 
l:. (a 22-a .23+G)/(~ .22+0' 33·20'·23)]/[8a2 22<a .22+0' 33 
-2a23)i] 
(A.48) ec*(Y1,Y2,V)H*(Y1,Y2,Y3,v) 
= (a 22-a .23+6)[l-{a .22-a 23) 2 /a 22(a 22-ta 33-2a 23)]/ 
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~ 
[4(a 22...a 33-2Q' 23) 2 ] 
(A.49) e.E'*(Y1,Y2 ,Y3,v)H*(Y1,Y2 ,Y3,v) 
= [-a222+a 22a .23+~ .22~ 33~ 33a 23-4~23+6(a 22+3a 33) 
+2a .23(a .22~ 23)(a .23+6)/a .22+12(a 22 4 33}(a .22-a 23)/ 
(a 22+a -33-2a .23)+(a 22-a .33)(a 22-a: 23)2 (a .. 22-a 23+6)/ 
1 
(a_22(a 22...a 33-20' -23))]/[4a222(a .22...a 33-2a' .23)). 
... 
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